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‘ AffMNEY-GENERAL N^haef
BrfcrtYarr mKxpecttdTyanjraumxd
hfcjesjgrtation yesterday, sbock-
iflg political \vorld.

"^^Fhe ’resignation is to take effect
Jarmary 1,--.though Bcfi-Yair said
l^wcrnTd-be wiling to staya little,

longer if this were necessary to
- ensure a smooth transition to his

. -successor;
' lp a brief press statement, Ben-

: Yair attributed- his. resignation "to

burnout. .

“These have been three- very,

way intensive years, with a huge
amount of activity,, both dining the-

.period of the.previous government

Ben-Yair resigns, denies being forced out
and during- flie-tcSdure' oT the- pre-
sent. government,7,. j^e «old
reporters prior.to .

a

lecture in

Netanya last night “After three
years like that, it*s only natural
that there should be a need to bo
atone,with oneself.” .V.
However; -people- who-

"know
Ben-Yair said the .problem was
less die sheer volume of work
since he took office in November
1993 than his inability to work

.

with the Netanyahu jyvcnuncnL
Prom the govcrnmeqft ’inception,

there were' rumare^-'tbat' Prime
Minister. Binyamin^Jietaiiyahu
wanted to oust him,, andrelaifions
between the two ‘have been
strained ever since Ben-Yak

decided to open a criminal investi-

gation of then justice minister

Ya'acov Ne’eman. who was
Netanyahu’s hand-picked choice.

One result of the lack of trust

between the premier and his attor-

ney-general was that Ben-Yair feh

Shut out of the government's deci-

sion-making process, sources said.

He was not consulted on a variety

of important issues - as be used to

he under the Labor government -

and thus felt his ability to have an
impact was mhtimaL
This is also a convenient time

for him to leave, the sources said,

since there are no high-profile

oases on his plate right now. Had
he announced his resignation ear-

Emergency forces fake position ontstde tfc Paris subway station whore a bomb exploded yester

dayn two people, and injuring 8& N&one has dafaned responsibility for the explosion, cap)

Netanyahu, Moussa express

LISBON (AP) - Prime Minister Binyamm

Netanyahu held talks,with Egyptian Foreign Minister

Amr Moussa yesterday. Both be and Moussa said

they hoped relations between Israel and Egypt could

be improved. „ , _ _ . .

... “That was a serious.and very frank talk about me

[peace] process” Moussa told journalists after fee

talks., held on the fringes of the Organkanon for

Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) summit

OT

“We listened to what Mr. Netanyahu had to say. It

was a very useful and businesslike meeting, he said

about the discussions that lasted for over an hour.

“They went very well,” echoed Netanyahu. “We

discussed aD aspects of die peace process m the

Middle East,"” he said- __i_

“Of- course we have a number of dinerences ana

points of view; bat. I-think there was a real desire to

understand one Netanyahu said.

Moussa said that he. had delivered a letter to

Netanyahu from Egyptian Posident Hosm Mubarak
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Attorney-General Ben-Yair

lier - before the decision to indict

Ne'eman, for instance - it might
have looked too much like retreat-

ing under fire.

However, Ben-Yair vigorously

denied that he was forced oul
“There was no compulsion,” he

said. “The decision was entirely

mine, with no pressure and no
compulsion whatsoever.”

The coalition denied that Ben-
Yair had left because he was kept

out of the loop, saying the new
government had treated him with

all due respect, and that his

motives were purely personal. But
while most paid standard lip ser-

vice to his performance, few peo-

ple in the coalition were sorry to

see him go.

“He performed an important ser-

vice, not just for one government,
but for [rwoj governments of
Israel,” said Netanyahu.

However, Netanyahu said, he
respected Bcn-Yair's decision to
leave.

“He behaved, I think, according
to an appropriate public norm: that
of a man who gives his years of
service and then moves on,”
Netanyahu said. “Believe roe, I

mean to do the same thing, though
perhaps not after only one term ...

I think this is a praiseworthy
norm, whereby people can come
from the private [business] sector

or the legal world, and then return

to private life or to other occupa-
tions.”

Coalition chairman Michael
Eitan (Likud) said he hopes the

new attorney-general would be
someone closer to the Likud’s
political outlook. “The context of
[Ben-Yair’s] appointment was
political,” Eitan said. “[Labor]
examined what was good for them
and who was good for them, and
in the nature of things, [Ben-Yair]
wasn’t ever someone the Lilcud
would have chosen ... But I,think
he acted more or less objectively -
as much as someone appointed by
a government can be objective.”

Knesset Law Committee chair-

(Continued on Page 9)

Two killed, 80 wounded
in Paris subway bombing

PARIS - A powerful bomb shredded a subway
car at a station in the heart of Paris during the

evening rush hoar yesterday, killing at least

two people and wounding over 80 others, 35
critically.

Prime Minister Alain Juppe told reporters at

the scene that a bomb caused the explosion,

and French television said it was fashioned

from a 13-Jalo gas canister - the signature

bomb used in the 1995 bombings that killed

eight people and injured 160.

The explosion occurred only hours after a

declaration was signed at the organization for

Security and Cooperation is Europe summit
in Lisbon, stating that: “As we approach the

new century, it is moire important than ever

that we build together a peaceful region,

where all our nations and individuals feel

secure.”

Juppe said the bombing - on the edge of
the city’s famed Latin Quarter — prompted
officials to reinstate an emergency vigilance

plan activated after the 1995 subway bomb-
ings.

It was chillingly close to the site of die

-worst of last year’s bombings, at the -St.

-

Michel station. That bombing killed eight

people and wounded 84 others. Algerian

Islamic extremists claimed responsibility for

most of last year's bombings, which also used
gas canisters, packed with nails, nuts and
bolts.

Officials said the bomb exploded on the sec-

ond car ofa long subway commuter train head-

News at

ing toward the southern Paris suburb of St.

Remy les Chevreuse.

The subway car was a burned-out hulk of

wreckage after the explosion, its doors blown
off by die force of the blast, and a second car

was damaged.
Passengers in other cars said they felt the

force of the blast. Officials said the explosion

occurred at 6:05 p.m-, at the Port-Royal sta-

tion, on the RER regional line shuttling thou-

sands of commuters in and out of the French

capital

The bomb exploded just as the train was
pulling into the station. French radio said the

two people who died were killed instantly,

and predicted the death toll might rise

because three of the wounded were so badly
hurt
Witnesses said the scene was one ofpanic, of

thick black smoke, the chilling wail of ambu-
lances, and paramedics frantically carrying

away thrashing wounded on stretchers.

“Lsasv-lots-and lots of smoke and I heard a

big boom,” said a man who gave his name
only as Jean-Francois. “People were crying and
in a state of shock.”

The first ambulances were on die scene with-

in two minutes, a witness said. The wounded
were rushed to a nearby military hospital spe-

cializing in trauma victims.

Smoke could be smelled from blocks away

from the subway station. Dozens of ambu-
lances. fire trucks, and at least 30 buses carry-

ing silver-helmeted riot police surrounded the

station. An anti-terrorist investigative squad
was on the scene.

A man living above the station in an apart-

ment with soundproof windows told French
radio he heard “a deafening noise.

“2 saw the subway car and it was totally

blown apart," he said.

Interior Minister Jean-Lotus Debre said

France was tightening its borders as a precau-
tion, and train stations and airports across

France were on alert and increasing security.

President Jacques Chirac condemned what
he called “these unacceptable acts, these bar-

baric acts that always attack innocent people.

“The government and I are determined to
fight against terrorism in all its forms.
Nothing will be neglected,” Chirac said in a
press conference outside the presidential

Elysee Palace.

Chirac had been meeting with German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl at the time of the

blast, and fee pair abruptly canceled a joint

appearance. - .....
A witness told France Info radio she heard a

large boom and could smell something like gun
smoke. “There was a sort of detonation and a
strong odor like on a firing range," she said.

A few minutes later, fee wail of ambulances

filled the area.

There was no immediate claim of responsi-

bility for fee rush-hour bombing.

LEWISON COMPANY LTD
aad had received a written reply in. return.
- “We hope we can overcome fee obstacles in a fair

way_ to reach a balanced agreement feat would sat-

isfy bothsades,” Moussa said.

. ...Netanyahu said in a speech at fee summit feat

“Israel will not be dissuaded from its main strategic

Aim to reach' a comprehensive peace wife all its

neighbors-” *.

.

.jn Ins speech to fee OSCE summit, which he

attended as an cbservecJNetanyabu said “terrorism in

fee heart of our major cities mid along our northern

border.*^ emanated from areas under control of our

negotiatxng partners.

“And while at fee negotiating table we have been

speakfrg- abort fee "need for confidence building, on

fee ground we have witnessed military movements
' that have precisely fee opposite effect”- -

Netanyahu did not further describe fee military

movements.
,

The prime minister also defended his government s

(Continued on Page 9)
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Knesset debates...

donut deliveries?
UAT COLLINS

IT was fee donut debate of the decade. The issue of who wffl dismbifle

those round, jdly-fiHed halls of calories to soldiers dominated fee

Knesset’s plenum agenda yesterday, and was eventually referred to the

Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee for f^feer debberations.

Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai answered several motions to fee

H»had activists ar£allowed into IDF camps to give out donuts. Merrtz

the most vocal opiyntnt of fte policy. whUe tbe

t -flrud’s Silvan Shalom accused fee left of baseless hatted.

Htato answer, Mordechai announcedMm fee coming days be will

(Continued on Page 9) .
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Jerusalem deputy
mayor Meir killed

in road crash

Wednesday, December 4, 1 996 The Jerusalem Post

Turkey’s

PM not

against

F-4 deal

with Israel
BILL HUTMAN

JERUSALEM Depury Mayor Shmuel Meir, an out-

spoken city leader for the past decade, was killed yes-

terday afternoon when an oncoming truck swerved
into his van on the Hizmeh-Adam road just east of the

city.

Meir, among the most well known figures behind
the effort to settle Jewish families in the capital's

Arab neighborhoods, was pronounced dead at the

scene. His companion in trie car. Ateret Cohanim set-

tlement group head Matti Dan, was moderately
injured.

Police detained the driver of the truck, a UN vehi-

cle, and charges will likely be filed against him, a
police spokesman said. The initial investigation

found that the truck driver, a Jerusalem resident who
was released on bail after questioning, was driving

too fast for the rainy conditions when he hit the side

of Meir's van, (he spokesman said.

“Shmuel Meir was a courageous fighter for the

unity of Jerusalem, which was the most important

thing for him," Mayor Ehud Olmert said last night, at

a memorial service at City Hall. City leaders and
many senior figures in the settlement movement
attended.

“All of us here - coalition members, councilors,

friends, and political foes - we all already feel his

great absence," Olmert said.

Meir, 42, bom in Bnei Brak, was married and had
eight children. Hundreds participated in the funeral

procession from die Rav Kook Yeshiva, where be

studied, to City Hall, and then to the Mount of Olives

Cemetery.

The accident occurred at around 3:30 p.m., just

after a light rain began to fall, when another fatal col-

lision near Jerusalem involving a truck took the life

of Givat Ze’ev resident Gregory Leibovitch. The dri-

ver of the truck that ran into Leibovitch’s car, on the

Givat Ze'ev-Jerusalem road near Nebi Samwil, was
detained for questioning then released on bail. He is

also likely to face charges.

“Shmuel was an extremely devoted, single-mind-

ed person." said former Jerusalem mayor Teddy
Kollek. “I didn't always agree with him and his

extremist positions, but I had great respect for him."

Kollek and Meir, first elected a city councilor in

1988, were at opposite ends of the political spectrum,

particularly on die issue that was closest to Meir’s

heart— Jewish settlement in eastern Jerusalem.

Meir made a name for himself at City Hall spear-

heading the efforts to settle Jewish. families in the

Moslem and Christian sections of the Old City.

Silwan, and other Arab neighborhoods of Jerusalem.

Kollek said such settlement only created tensions

between Arabs and Jews.

For Meir, a religious Jew and long-time member
of the National Religious Party, settling Jews in Arab
neighborhoods of the city was holy work. He
belfevedstrongly that Jewish presence m Arab neigh-

borhoods strengthened Israel's holdonthe city.

Meir played a key role in the eastern Jerusalem
settlement push of the late 1980s and early 1990s. He
was the major activist in Jerusalem for (hen Housing
Minister Ariel Sharon, who was also behind the set-

tlement push.

Meir and Sharon had grandiose plans for building

multi-story apartment buildings for Jewish residents

just inside the Old City's Herod's Gate and convert-

ing the Mimoniya School in Wadi Joz into a Jewish

community center in that Arab neighborhood. The
two plans never got off the ground, as did the failed

takeover of a handful of Arab homes in Silwan in

1991.

Next week, another plan pushed by Meir, with the

help of Dan, injured in yesterday’s accident, is to

begin its final hearing before the district planning

committee. The plan involves the construction of a
Jewish housing project in the Arab neighborhood of

Ras al-Amud.
Olmert described Meir as a “close friend" and is

widely considered at Q'ty Hall as being greatly

indebted to him for helping elect him mayor. Meir
campaigned hard for Olmert and was rewarded with

die most powerful portfolio in City Hall — finance.

Meir was also seen as a rising star in the NRP. He
was twelfth on their Knesset list in the May election,

and had been expected to win a Knesset seat in the

next election.

“Meir’s death is a great loss to the NRP," party

secretary Zevulun Oriev said.

Meir's dedication to die pursuit of clean govern-

ment may have won him the most respect, particular-

ly among his political foes. Just after his election to

the council in 1988, Meir teamed up with a seeming-

ly unlikely partner, Meretz faction head Oman
Yekutieli, to uncover alleged financial improprieties

of then Interior Ministry director-general Aryeh Deri.

“Shmuel believed strongly in the importance of

clean government. That was more important to him
than any political differences there may have been

between us," Yekutieli said.

Leah Rabin stands' in front of a square named ‘Rabin Place,* in honor of Yitzhak Rabin, in

Cologne, Germany near the downtown synagogue yesterday. She said her husband had started a
train of peace ‘which has only one direction_One day we'll reach the destination of peace.* <apj

STEVE ROPAN

TURKISH Prime Minister

Necmettin Erbakan said yesterday

that he does not oppose the pro-

posed $650 million deal for Israel

Aircraft Industries to upgrade 54

Turkish Air Force F-4 fighter-jets.

“There is no discord related to the

modernization of our warplanes.”

Erbakan told reporters in Ankara.

Erbakan did not say whether he had

signed the contract, which officials

assert has been waiting for his sig-

nature for more than two weeks.

Israeli officials reserved com-

ment. but one official said the

Israeli government is being

assured that Erbakan will approve

the deal.

“Every day they say it is a tech-

nical glitch that should be repaired

any day now." the official said.

Turkish and Israeli defense

sources said Erbakan, who entered

office last year on a pledge of

reducing military cooperation with

Israel, has complained that the deal

is too expensive for Ankara. He
said the interest being charged by

Israeli banks will raise the costs of

the contract to $800 million.

An Israeli defense source said

tiie interest rate reflects the

amount of risk determined by the

banks in lending money to a pro-

ject in financially-ailing Turkey.

“The interest ought be high but

don't forget it’s the banks that take

the risk," the source said.

AnotherErbakan complaint is that

Turkey's aircraft industry will have

insufficient work in die contract

IAI executives are refusing to

comment, but defense industry

sources said that an attempt to

impose new terms to the F-4

upgrade deal would set foe project

back significantly. They said IAI

has no money to fund the deal and

is dependent on bank approval for

every project

Ben-Yair’s term marked by controversy
ATTORNEY-GENERAL Michael Ben-
Yair’s tenure produced few revolutionary

decisions, but it nevertheless generated

much controversy.

.As head of the country’s -prosecution,

Ben-Yair presided over some high-profile

indictments. Former Jewish Agency chair-

man Simha Dinitz, for instance, was indict-

ed in February 1994 for fraudulently charg-

ing personal expenses to the agency, and
former agency treasurer MK Meir Sheetrit

(Likud) was indicted for the same offense in

December. 1995. Ma’ariv publisher Offer

Nimrodi was indicted for illegal wiretap-

ping in August 1995, and Yediot Aharonoi
editors Moshe Vhrdi and Ruth Ben-Ari were
indicted for the same offense this February.

MK Avi Yehezkel (Labor) was indicted for

using Histadrut funds in his election cam-
paign this past January.

Decisions not to indict '

However, Ben-Yair also made many high-

profile decisions not to indict, which led to

conflict with both the High Couit of Justice

and State Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat.

In April 1994, foe court ordered him to

reopen an investigation against then police

inspector-general Rail Peled for accepting

discounts from a hotel chain, saying he had

BACKGROUND
EVELYN GORDON. ,
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closed it too hastily. Ben-Yair 's decision not ]

to indict then housing minister Binyamm i

Ben-Eliezer for misusing ministry funds 1

this February led to a public and furious i

argument with Ben-Porat, who felt the min-
j

ister should have been indicted. In August, i

the High Court ordered him to indict MK 1

Avner Shaki (National Religious Party),
|

saying bis decision not to do so was so i

unreasonable as to be illegaL

Accusations of politicization

Against this background, a flurry of activ-

ity during the first month of the Netanyahu
government’s tenure led to angry accusa-

tions of politicization from coalition MKs.
During this month, Ben-Yair ordered the

indictment of both Agriculture Minister

Raphael Eitan (Tsomet) and Jerusalem
Mayor MK Ehud Olmert (Likud), as well as

a criminal investigation into then justice

minister Ya’acov Ne’eman, whom he later

decided to indict. Ben-Yair, however, said

the timing was purely coincidental.

Showdown with IDF
One indictment aroused the ire of the entire

political spec-

ln deep sorrow we announce the passing of
our beloved father, brother and grandfather

MELECH (MICHEL) TOPIOL
of Paris, France

The funeral wffl take place today, Wednesday, December 4, in Paris

Son: Simon and Leah Toplol

Daughter. LIU and Henry Well
Brother Jacques and Esther Toplol
Sister Bronia Toplol

Grandchildren and great grandchildren

Shiva at the home of his daughter, UII WbO,
34 RehovAJfasi, Rehavta, Jerusalem,

starting Thursday, December 5, until Tuesday, December 10.

For mlnyan times, Tel. 02-566-9269.

Yad Vashem

The Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remembrance Authority

offers sincere condolences to its friend

Jacques Toplol and family

on the passing of

MICHEL (MELECH) TOPIOL
of Paris, France

ips Tiy ijnn

To Nathan Rosenberg and family

Deepest sympathy on the passing of your

trurn: That of
Ll Yehoshua
Sadiel, in June

1995, for negli-

gence in the

death ofone his

soldiers during

an operation in

Lebanon in 199Z The decision, which over-

turned a long-standing policy ofnot indicting

for accidental deaths during actual opera-

tions, was made over the objections of then

judge advocate-general Ilan Schiff. and
evoked angry responses from the army.

President Ezer Weizman and MKs of every’

political hue. This March, however, a mili-

tary court threw out the indictment, and Ben-

Yair said he would not again interfere in the

judge advocate-general’s decisions.

Free speech
One of the major themes of Ben-Yair’s

tenure was the limits of free speech. For
much of his term, the attorney-general was
a defender of the principle that people

should not be indicted for what they say,

and he angered both Left and Right with

this stand at different times. One of his most
controversial decisions in this arena was in

July 1995, when he decided not to indict 30
rabbis who issued a halachic ruling saying

soldiers could disobey an order to dismantle

array bases in the territories.

Hebron massacre
However, the Hebron massacre in

February 1994, and even more the assassi-

nation of prime minister Yitzhak Rabin last

November, led to sharp crackdowns on free-

dom of speech. After the Hebron massacre,

Ben-Yair helped the government take what
was probably die most revolutionary step of

his entire term: The outlawing of the

extreme right-wing groups Kach arid

NEWS IN BRIEF

Kahane Chai. on the grounds that they were
terrorist organizations. This was the first

time any Jewish group had been declared a

terrorist organization.

The Hebron massacre was also the impe-
tus for another revolutionary indictment:

Rabbi Ido Elba was indicted for incitement

in October 1994. on account of a halachic

tract he wrote about the permissibility of
killing non-Jews in Jewish law.

Rabin's assassination

After Rabin’s assassination, Ben-Yair
again went through a period in which he
filed several indictments against people
who praised the murder. He angered the

religious community by ordering the inves-

tigation of four rabbis for incitement,

though he was unable to muster evidence
for an indictment, and angered the media by
banning it from reporting “inflammatory”
remarks - a position from which he backed
down a month later under threat of a peti-

tion to foe High Court. That December, he
also indicted the leaders of the civil disobe-

dience movement Zo Artzenu for sedition -
virtually the first sedition charges ever to be
brought against Jews.

Nava Arad
Ben-Yair has also had several high-pro-

file decisions not related to indictments
overturned by the High Court. One was bis

decision that Nava Arad could not take
Rabin's Knesset seat after the assassina-

tion. because she was a senior civil servant.

Another was his decision, in July 1994, that

Gonen Segev, leader of the breakaway
Tsomet faction Yi’ud, could join the Rabin
cabinet

Halevy to be replaced

as ambassador to EU
DAVID MAKOVSKY

THE Foreign Ministry yesterday
confirmed that Israel’s ambas-
sador to the European Union (EU)
Ephraim Halevy has been notified

that he will be replaced at the end
of next year.

Officials did not deny reports that

Halevy angered Foreign Minister
David Levy during an incident that

occurred two months ago.

Halevy. a former deputy head of
the Mossad, is known to have a
close persona] relationship with
Jordan's King Hussein, and was
hailed by Yitzhak Rabin as an archi-

tect of the 1994 Israel-Jordan peace
treaty. After King Hussein made
personal attacks on Prime Minister

Btnyamin Netanyahu a couple of
months ago, the premierquietly dis-

patched Halevy to meet the
monarch during a visit to London
and seek a reconciliation. When
Levy asked Halevy for a copy ofhis
repot, foe envoy did not comply
but instead directed Levy to
Netanyahu, who Halevy said was
foe only one who could grant per-
mission to see foe document
However, beyond foe incident,

there is a history of rivalry
between Halevy and Foreign
Ministry officials, intertwined
with an institutional rivalry

between the Foreign Ministry awl
tiie Mossad.
In his previous job, Halevy kept

the Foreign Ministry in the dark

about developments between
Israel and states with whom Israel

did not enjoy diploratic relations.

Foreign Ministry Director-

General Eitan Bentsurfelt stymied

by Halevy a few years ago when
Bentsur called for a plan that he

believed would ensure that North
Korea would not sell missiles to

Iran.

The Foreign Ministry fought the

proposed appointment ofHalevy to

become ambassador to Amman a

couple of years ago, believing that

this would lead to foe the ministry

being kept in tiie dark on Jordanian
affairs. Rabin yielded to pressure

and instead named Halevy ambas-
sador to foe EU in Brussels.

A Foreign Ministry statement
yesterday sought to minimize any
differences with Halevy, saying
that his term in Brussels was orig-

inally set for two years, and this

would be completed. It said that

notifying a diplomat a year in

advance about foe end of his terra

was routine, and noted that letters

have gone out to about 100 diplo-
mats along the same lines.

Arafat returns to the road

Mother

Nomar
Ranex

Reservist refuses to guard settlers
An IDF disciplinary court sentenced a reserve lieutenant to 1 8 days
hard labor for refusing to join his unit in protecting settlers in foe
Gush Etzion area. Ll Roi Kozlovsky, a 30-year-old architect. said
he could not participate in guarding people “who are criminals and
who have-taken land from other people," said members of foe

conscientious objector organization Yesh GvuL
Kozlovsky, who is moving to Tel Aviv from Jerusalem, told the

court “the responsibility for doing immoral deeds is not only on
those who give foe order, but also on all those ready to carry the
orders out, even if they don’t agree to them,” Yesh Gvul said.

Hie IDF last night confirmed'the sentence but denied that refusal
to serve in foe territories was a phenomena. Arieh O'Sullivan

Lebanese civilian wounded by IDF fire
A Lebanese civilian was badly wounded by IDF soldiers in the

security zone yesterday afternoon, as tension in foe region
remained high.

The incident occurred when troops in foe zone’s eastern sector
spoued a vehicle driving towards them in what appeared to be a
suspicious manner. They opened fire, badly wounding the driver of
the vehicle. He was treated at the scene and later evacuated to a
hospital in Israel. It was not clear last night whether foe incident
was a case of mistaken identity, or the driver failed to comply with
regulations regarding the movement of traffic in the zone.

David Rudge

Federman acquitted of throwing firecrackers
Jerusalem Magistrate’s Court Judge Bella Kahana yesterday
acquitted former Kach spokesman Noam Federman, currently
being held under administrative detention, of throwing firecrackers
at Palestinians three years ago at Purim. Beit Hadassah resident”

'ashiv Keller was also acquitted.

federman ’s lawyer, Naftali Wertzberger. said Federman was
acquitted because foe police had destroyed the evidence - the
firecrackers - before the defense could examine iL Federman has
said he was drunk at foe time, and does not remember a thing.

Herb Kcinon

PALESTINIAN Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat went to

Saudi Arabia yesterday in what has
now become a routine visit to Arab
slates which once shunned him for

supporting Iraq in the Gulf War.
Arafat's main purpose in visiting

King Fahd is to inform him of
developments in the peace process
and drum up support for the
Palestinian Authority’s political

position in talks with Israel, a
position which has won him
increasing influence across foe
Arab world. Egypt, the leader of
the anti-Iraq coalition, in 1990, is

virtually Arafat’s patron today.
In fact, in becoming a frequent

flyer Arafat is seemingly filling

foe role expected by many when
he came to Gaza in 1 994. Then, he
surprised most observers by trav-

eling abroad infrequently and
devoting himself primarily to the
economic problems.

Economics, despite Gaza’s
grave plight, has now taken a back
seal to roving diplomacy. But in
contrast to his pre-Gulf War days,
Arafat appears to know foe limits
of his influence.

“He’s traveling only because foe
peace process is stagnant. It is not
jet-setting but coordinating the
inter-Arab position," said Yossi
Alpher. former head of the Jaffee
Center for Strategic Studies.

Arafat's advisers say that despite

ANALYSIS
JON IMMANUEL

foe increasing number of Arafat's
trips, they are short. “He goes for
one day after work at 2 p.m. and
returns foe following morning. Wfe
hardly notice he is gone. It is not
like before when he was in Tunis.
If be accepted all the invitations he
receives he would never be here,"
said Ahmed Abdel-Raheem, foe
PA cabinet secretary.

Still, Arafat is traveling as a
statesman, not begging for dona-
tions. He is cajoling" and organiz-
ing a coalition of Arab states to
support the proposition that he is

the voice of reason. Whether
Arafat’s invitation to foe Lisbon
conference was rescinded or he
chose not to go, there is no evi-
dence that he wanted or needed a
meeting with Prime Minister
Binyamm Netanyahu at this time
and in such a forum.
He feels time is on his side and

Netanyahu “does not look at

tilings as they are," says Abdel-
Raheem. In his relations with
European states, Arafat’s econom-
ic demands are higher on the agen-
da than his belief in European
political influence.

Despite his call in Gaza yester-
day for Europe “to play a very
important role to protect the peace
process," he knows its political role

is limited, said Abdel-Raheem.
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One elderly resident was slightly hurt yesterday when she tried
to cross this ditch dug by the Israel Electric Corporation in
Jerusalem s Rehavia neighborhood. An EEC spokesman said the
ditch, which made entering the boilding virtually impossible,
was necessary to install electric cables. .Brian Hendteo

Court holds rapist,

despite accuser’s
denial of attack

EVELYN GORDON
THE Supreme Court decided yes-
terday not to free a convicted
rapist whose accuser has since

been videotaped saying the rape
never happened, on the grounds
that there are too many questions

about the new evidence to justify

the man's release at this stage.

David Guetta. 39, was convicted

by the Tel Aviv District Court 10
months ago of raping a relative,

who was a minor at the time. He
was sentenced to three-and-a-half

years in prison. His wife then
hired a private investigator to

prove her husband's innocence,

and the investigator got the girl on
videotape saying she had Bed in

court about the rape. Guetta then

requested a retrial.

However, the state insisted !that
‘ !

the girl’s testimony in court was
accurate; while her videotaped

statement to the private investiga-

tor, David Schneider, was a lie.

Justices Aharon Barak, Mishael

Cheshin and Datia Dorner ruled

yesterday that there was no need

for a full retrial. Instead, they said,

the district court should hold hear-

ings on the validity of the video-

taped confession, and send its con-

clusions to the Supreme Court,

which will take these findings into

account when hearing Guetta 's

appeal. This process could easily

take months, however, so Guetta

ask^d to be released in the mean-
time.

Because of the questions sur-

rounding the tape, however, the

justices said Guetta ’s release at

this stage would be premature.

Both the state and the giii claim

that Schneider entrapped her into

lying by making her fall in love

with him, and then'pretending that

he wanted to stage a robbery
against himself to collect insur-

ance money on bis property. He
told her he wanted a female
accomplice who would be capable

of lying to the insurance company.
The girl says she was so in love

\rifh'n&o that she lied to convince

him of her suitability as his

accomplice, telling him she had
even gotten a man convicted of a
rape that never happened by lying

to the police.

As proof that the girl was lying

to Schneider and telling the truth

in court, the prosecution notes that

the girl told Schneider she never

even had sex with Guetta. Guetta,

however, admitted to sleeping

with her, he merely said it was

with her consent-

Court grants furlough

to mentally ill man
serving life for murder

RAINE MARCUS

; Jerusalem District Court yes-

ay ruled that a mentally ill

airier serving a life term for

dering his wife be granted a

augh, despite objections by

ons Service authorities and

tzhak Kostika was sentenced

ife imprisonment in 1989 for

murder of his wife, Sophie. A
rt ruled that although he was

i tally disturbed at the time of

murder, he was responsible for

actions and was able to serve a

on sentence.

nee he was only imprisoned

»n years ago. his term has not

ii fixed by the president Under

nal circumstances, prisoners

ine life sentences are only

ucd furloughs once their sen-

es are fixed.

ntil a few months ago. Kostika

serving his term in the psychi-

- ward at Ramie’s Ayalon

on, and police, the Labor and

ial Affairs Ministry committee

domestic violence and Prisons

Service authorities recommended

he remain there without the possi-

bility of furloughs for now.

After he was released from the

prison's psychiatric wing, he was

granted a furlough, but his wife’s

family protested strongly, and

demanded he undergo an external

examination. The Prisons Service

consultation board reconsidered

its decision and his furlough was

rescinded-

However, yesterday Kosnica

appealed to the Jerusalem District

Court which approved an eight-

hour furlough, adding that there

was no need for him to be accom-

panied by a warder or policeman.

In an interview on Army Radio

yesterday. Na’amat chairperson

and lawyer Ofra Friedman said

that the organization would appeal

the matter to a higher court

Kostika’s son Rami also said in

an interview that if his father was

granted a furlough, he and other

family members would fear for

their lives.

Campaign launched to boost

number of organ donors
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Eighth graders - just over average
Begin: International science, math test scores nothing to be ashamed of

CONSIDERING the aura of Jewish prominence in the sci-

ences and mathematics. Israeli eighth graders deserve a
“could do better" grade for their middling scores in an inter-

national achievement study.

In the Third International Mathematics and Science Study
just released. Israeli eighth graders werejust a bit above the

world average of 513 points in math and the world average
of 516 points in science. Singapore topped both chans, with

a phenomenal 643 and 607 points respectively.

Israeli pupils averaged 522 points in math, behind coun-

tries such as Austria, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Ireland.

Switzerland, the Slovak Republic, Japan, South Korea and
the Netherlands.

In science, they earned 524 points, behind Thailand. New
Zealand. Germany, the US. Sweden, and various Central

JUDY SIEGEL

European and Asian countries.

Science Minister Ze'ev Binyamin Begin told 77ze

Jerusalem Posi that while there was room for improvement,

the result was nothing to be ashamed of. Israeli researchers

continue to rank No. I in the number of citations in scien-

tific journals per capita, hesaid, and "in many fields, we are

among the best in the world."

In the Haifa Technion this year, a third of the smdents are

women. Begin said, but more must be done to provide

youngsters with role models in the sciences, so that fewer

talented brains don't go into law’, for example.

Begin quoted a Russian-born teacher he met at Tel Aviv’s

Mofet School, attended mostly by talented immigrant

*e 9?' wh° said: "The nick for producing

5
radlU0n - commitment and values." Although
does

.

n°5 educate young people, it is getting
.

f ...

,

ln 3 P^jecr to promote special science activities
or c ‘ uren m poorer neighborhoods and development
towns, he said.

and Culture Ministry spokesman, com-
menungon the scores, said the studv “shows that Israel. like
other strong countries such as GeiWiy. the US. England
and Spam. have more to do in this field!"

•

n
Vn,sliy Amends to invest much effort and resources

m tne advancement of science and technological education
some Nib 300 million a year, he said. A new set of cours-

es, science and technology, was introduced into the curricu-
lum recently, he added.

Blumenthal sets off Knesset storm over immigrants
COALITION whip Michael Eitan
will meet with MK Naomi
BlumenthaJ (Likud) to examine
the functioning of the Knesset's

Aliya Committee which she

heads, following a storm in the

committee yesterday.

Nine MKs from Yisrael B 'Aliya.

Labor, Meretz and Shas walked
out of a meeting convened yester-

day by Blumenthal to discuss the

alleged proliferation of spies

among the new immigrants.

They were followed by former

GSS deputy head, MK Gideon
Ezra (Likud), who was due to

appear before the committee as an

expert. Only MK Motti Zandbeig
remained in the committee room
w’ith Blumenthal.

The protesting MKs said later

they were incensed by the stigma

that was being cast upon the immi-
grants. “This is a marginal and
superficial subject," said Yisrael

B’Aliya faction leader Roman
Bronfman. >rWe would like to dis-

cuss matters of importance, such

BATSHEVA TSUR

as housing and employment.”
The Yisrael B ’Aliya MKs, who

appealed to Eitan to examine the

situation in the committee,
charged that Blumenthal was
looking for "sensations" at the

expense of the immigrants. They
said that two other meetings had
been held on subjects which
attracted the media, but did not

touch on the imraisrams* real

problems - one concerning the

Russian mafia, and another on for-

eign workers which dealt with
"Russian-speaking prostitutes.”

A spokesman for the faction said

attempts to persuade Blumenthal
to cancel the meeting had failed,

even though the head of the

Mossad and the Russian ambas-
sador had turned down invitations

to appear before the committee.
Blumenthal reacted by saying: “I

don’t believe in shutting peoples'

mouths-. If the Yisrael B 'Aliya

members had remained in the com-
minee, they would surely have been
delighted to hear reports that only a
very small minority - a handful - of
persons with intentions of spying
have arrived here from the former
CIS. and that they immediately cut

off contacts with their operators on
arrival here. Therefore I genuinely

believe the debate was necessary

and I plan to continue to do every-

thing possible to eradicate the

unfair stigma that has been attached

to the immierants.’’

and the 120 MKs to sign up.

In 1995, 4,550 signed re|istra-

ooq cards, attached to dnvere

licenses, or available
directly from

ADI at POB 38, Petah Tdcva

49100, or by pbone at (03) 937-

6950 or 921-0248. So far this year,
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Zaire rebels claim

new conquests

New European security blueprint

reached at 54-nation summit
GOMA, Zaire (Reuter) - Zairian

rebels have surrounded the three

major towns in northeastern Zaire

remaining in government hands and

will soorfattack them, a rebel leader

said yesterday.

Jean Kabongo, a senior member
of the Alliance of Democratic

Forces for Liberation (Congo-
Zaire). said his troops have sur-

rounded Kisangani. Zaire's fifth-,

largest city

Kabongo, special security advis-

er to rebel leader Laurent Kabila,

told Reuters in the town of Goma
that both Bunia and Walikale had
fallen to rebel forces.

f '

Missionary sources said there

was shooting in Bunia on Monday,
apparently by the Zairean army, but

they could not confirm that rebels

had taken either of the two towns.

Kabongo said on Monday that

the rebels, known as the Alliance

of Democratic Forces, had cap-

tured parts of the city of
Kisangani, the biggest in the

region, but aid agencies said yes-

terday the city remained in gov-
ernment hands.
The commander repeated his

claim yesterday. “We are in and
around Kisangani™ There will be
a big combat for Kisangani but ouur

forces have been there, around it,

for a month," he said.

“Our forces will be advancing
around Kisangani... We have also

got Bunia and Walikale." he added.

The northernmost town con-
firmed in rebel hands is Beni, 220
km north of Goma. Bunia is 140
km northeast of Beni and
Walikale is 130 km northwest of

Goma, on the road to Kisangani.

On Monday both Laurent and
Kabongo said Walikale was giving

the rebel forces trouble. Kabongo

African bloc head:

Time to submit new
nominee for UN chief
UNITED NATIONS (AP) -
African ambassadors rallied yes-

terday behind Boutros Boutros-
Ghali despite a suggestion by the

head of Africa's regional bloc that

the time has come to submit new
nominees for the position of UN
secretary-general.

Britain's UN ambassador, John
Weston, said earlier yesterday that

the recommendation by the presi-

dent of the Organization of
African Unity, Paid Biya, would
speed up the selection process.
Weston said he expected the
Africans to submit new names to
the Security Council soon.
But after a three-and-one-half-

hour meeting, African ambas-

Mars rover launch
expected today

CAPE CANAVERAL, Florida
(Reuter) - The blastoff of NASA’s
first Mars rover was rescheduled

for today after a ground computer,
.which held up yesterday'^.launch,

was fixed. NASA official^ skid.'

'

space agency said iritauld

make its third attempt to launch

die Mars Pathfinder at 1:58 a.m.

(0658 GMT) today. Forecasters

said there was a 90 percent chance
of acceptable weather.

The liftoff was originally set for

Monday morning but bad weather
caused a 24-hour delay. Then,
early yesterday, a ground comput-
er glitch halted the countdown
with just one minute aikf 33 sec-

onds to go.

The McDonnell Douglas Corp.
Delta 2 rocket had to blast offpre-

cisely on time to put the probe on
course for Mars.
“Because we have no significant

launch window today, that means
dial we will scrub for today,”

NASA launch commentator
George Diller said.

The balky computer, which was
monitoring the rocket’s propul-

sion system from a control bunker,

lost synchronization with a safety

system, Diller said.

ToratEreizYisrael

NASA has daily launch opportu-

nities until December 31. If the

probe is not off the ground by
then, it will be two years before

.die planets are^ suitably aligned

again:

The unmaan&d rocket was ’to

carry the probe on the first leg of
its 500 million kilometer inter-

planetary trek to Mars.

Mars Pathfinder will carry a six-

wheeled rover called Sojourner

that is the size of an office laser

printer. Under remote control from
Earth, it will explore the landing

site, beaming back pictures of the

surface and sniffing out the com-
position of rocks.

Ice on moon?
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
dream that humans someday
may live on die moon may
have taken a giant leap for-

ward now that scientists say
they have a radar signal that

suggests the possibility of
frozen water deep inside a
lunar crater.

The Pentagon said Monday
that radar signals from the

unmanned Clementine space-

craft have a signature that

could be caused by the pres-

ence of a mass of ice in a giant

crater - known as the Aitken

Basin — near die south pole of
the moon, which long had
been thought to be bone dry.

Other scientists have their

doubts, suggesting die latest

findings are too limited to con-

firm the presence of water.

This book marks the first time
that Rav Tzvi Yehuda Hacohen
Kook's lectures have been
translated into English. His
teachings on Torah, Emunah,
Ahavah, Betz Yismet, Zionism,
the Holocaust, Geufa, and the
Mashsach, bring the
encompassing Torah of Eretz
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packing and postage
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said they had bypassed it to reach

Kisangani, site of a major air base

and the government’s most likely

rallying point in any counter-

offensive.

Aid agency sources said one aid

organization. Aviation sans
Frontieres. was pulling out of
Kisangani because of the danger.

The United Nations Children's

Fund UNICEF in the Zairean cap-
ital Kinshasa said it pulled its last

two personnel out of Kisangani on
Monday to do some work in

Kinshasa but the timing was relat-

ed to the unrest.

Another aviation charity.

Mission Aviation Fellowship, said

yesterday it had evacuated its

planes and personnel from the

town of Niakunde, 25 km west of
Bunia. for feai of trouble as ill-

disciplined Zn..ean troops retreat

in disarray.

LISBON, Portugal - Leaders from 54 nations

struggled yesterday with fresh arguments over

the protests in Serbia and the problems of for-

mer Soviet republics, before adopting a new
blueprint for Europe’s security in the 21st cen-

tury, and a declaration enshrining democracy
and respect forhuman rights as the continent’s

guiding principles.

A long-running row between Armenia and
Azerbaijan over Nagorao Karabakh, a moun-
tain enclave dominated by ethnic Armenians
but located in Azerbaijan, threatened to block
die entire declaration. However, a last-minute

compromise, proposed by the US, enabled the

summit of the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) to adopt the

political document.
The document, which has to be agreed by all

countries, was supposed to be issued late yes-

terday, at the end of the two-day meeting. The
security blueprint will say that no member of
the OSCE will strengthen their security at the

expense of others - a concession to Russia.

The guidelines are seen as a way to commit
both NATO and Russia to certain principles.

News Agencies

and to reassure both sides, as the Atlantic

alliances prepares to accept new members from

the defunct Warsaw PacL
“Given toe history ofdomination and warfare

on this continent, [the new security model] is

an important step forward,” said US Assistant

Secretary of State John Komblum.
At toe last OSCE summit in Budapest, two

years ago, the organization proved unable to

adopt a resolution on toe toen-raging war in

Bosnia, just three hoars away by road.

This summit declaration mil approve a con-

tinued role for toe OSCE in Bosnia next year,

working alongside toe NATO-led peace force

and supervising local elections.

Many leaders have expressed concern that

Serbia's Milosevic, facing an unprecedented

challenge to his nine years of autocratic rule,

could use force against protesters now thronging

the streets ofBelgrade arid calling on him to quit

Yugoslavia, comprising Serbia and

Montenegro, did not attend the summit because
its OSCE membership has been suspended

sadors said no new names would
be presented at this time, and that

as for as they were concerned
Africa was standing behind toe

74-year-old Egyptian whose
renomination was vetoed by the

US.
“All reports about abandoning

Boutros-Ghali are rubbish," James
Jonah, ambassador Sierra Leone,
told reporters. “He is still main-
tained by the African group.”

Egyptian Ambassador Nabil
Elaraby, a member of the Security

Council, said toe meeting pro-

duced no agreement on any new
candidate and that his government
was still supporting Boutros-
Ghali.

Protesters hold Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic's death notice as they protest yesterday in downtown Belgrade. Ofamerj

Belgrade students march, as judges
distance themselves from election ruling
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) - Twenty thou-

sand student protesters hit toe streets of
Belgrade again yesterday, backed by US warn-

ings that Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic

might face new sanctions if he cracks down on
them.
Several Supreme Court judges also lent sup-

port to mere than two weeks of protests that

started when courts annulled local elections

won by the opposition to Milosevic.

The Court last week upheld that annulment
because of alleged irregularities, but cracks

appeared yesterday. Several judges distanced

themselves from those decisions.

“I won't accept the slave role of the court,

dependent judiciary. loyal and incompetent
judges, and I won’t keep quiet about their

shameful role,” said Judge Zoran Ivosevic in a
letter to toe independent Nasa Borba daily.

The education minister. Dragoslav
Mladenovic, in effect banned student demon-
strations earlier this week, by ordering univer-

sity departments to make sure classes were

held. He said steps would be taken against pro-

testers, but he didn't specify.

But yesterday, about 20.000 students were
marching in toe streets again, and at least one
column of marchers had a peaceful confronta-

tion with a busload of police.

The students flashed a traditional Serb three-

finger salute ai toe police. Policemen respond-

ed with the same salute - a sign of sympathy
with the demonstrators.

Later, the demonstrators marched through
Belgrade, putting gas masks on their faces in

front of Serbia’s parliament They then sprayed
the building with detergent and wrote messages
on its walls with chalk. “Red bandits, thieves,

we are the winners, and Milosevic to The
Hague,” they wrote, referring to the UN war
crimes tribunal in the Netherlands.

A few policemen and parliamentary security

officers tried to stop toe noisy crowd, but soon
withdrew.

The Nasa Borba newspaper said that reserve

police were being mobilized in Serbia, appar-

ently to quell the protests. The official Serbian
police force numbers about 80,000.
Police set up positions around Belgrade on

Monday, but they continued to permit toe
demonstrations in Serbia — Yugoslavia’s domi-
nant republic. In a possible prelude to tougher
action, though, police reported the arrests of32
people over toe past several days for “brutal
attacks on people’s property.”
Opposition leader Vuk Draskovic protested

toe arrests in a statement addressed to
Milosevic. The breaking of a few. windows, he
said, is not an “act of terrorism.”

He accused Milosevic of terrorism for his
alleged role in fomenting wars that left more
than 200,000 people dead or missing in Bosnia
and Croatia.

“It is shameful that yourjudiciary has not put
on trial those who have wrecked our country
and destroyed thousands of cities and villages
And not with eggs, but with bombs, grenades!
and rockets,” Draskovic told independent radio
Index.

But Russia, which has often taken Serbia's

side in toe Yugoslav conflict, appeared ready

to flex its diplomatic muscles in support of

Milosevic after Western countries ignored

Moscow’s pleas on NATO expansion.

Russian Prime Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin told toe summit on Monday that

Moscow still opposed NATO plans to take in

countries such as Poland and Hungary by the

year 2000.

Russia won little support at toe summit for

strengthening the OSCE as a counterbalance to

NATO, but Moscow did win agreement on a

new round of arms control talks that would

adapt and extend a Cold War-era aims agree-

ment on conventional forces.

Tuesday's maneuvering illustrated that

Europe has far to go before truly shedding the

nationalism that has sparked all the continent’s

bloodshed since the Cold War ended.

In other developments yesterday, Germany

and toe Czech Republic said they were hopeful

a dispute over ethnic Germans expelled from

part of Czechoslovakia after World War Two
would be resolved soon.

Archbishop
of

Canterbury
visits Vatican

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Despite

their closeness. Catholics and
Anglicans “cannot undo overnight”

historic divisions, the Church of

England’s spiritual leader told Pope

John Paul n yesterday.

Archbishop George Carey reaf-

firmed his “absolute commitment”

to toe “foil, visible unity of God’s

Church.” The subject is dear to toe

heart of John Paul who has said

uniting toe branches of Christianity

is a major goal of his papacy.

But it most be acknowledged

“that our Churches bear the marks

of separation and division,” Carey

told toe pope after arriving in

Rome for a three-day visit

“We cannot undo overnight doc-

trinal differences and the bitter-

ness that have resulted from the

legacy of history.”

John Paul welcomed Carey
warmly, and said, “We have been
reminded again and again that

even in our sad separation,

Anglicans and Catholics have not

ceased to be brothers and sisters in

the one Lord.”
— The meeting between die pope,
who heads achurch of950 million

souls, and the spiritual leader of
70 million Anglicans is part of
three decades of efforts to bring

the churches closer.

Relations have grown more
prickly in recent years.

The Church of England began
ordaining women two years ago,
and toe number has reached about
2,000. John Paul has firmly closed
toe door against women Catholic
priests, and he raised a protest in

his first meeting with Carey, in

1992. An estimated 300 Anglican
clerics have defected to

Catholicism since.

More than half the worldwide
provinces that form toe Anglican
communion, including American
Episcopalians, have women
priests.

For his part, Carey has criticized
toe Catholic Church ban on artifi-

cial contraception, which the
Church of England permits.
These issues may come up when

toe two meet privately tomorrow
in a longer encounter.
Archbishops of Canterbury have

made five previous official visits
to the Vatican . The first visit was
by Archbishop Geoffrey Fisher in
1960 to meet John XXm.

Kremlin says general suspended, not sacked
MOSCOW (Reuter) - The
Kremlin blamed the Russian
Defense Ministry yesterday for a
continuing muddle over toe
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removal of one of the country’s

most senior generals, accused of
nnspecified misconduct.

Gen. Vladimir Semyonov, 56,

commander of Russia's land

forces, was sacked on Friday and
his dismissal confirmed on
Monday by toe ministry, which
accused him of“actions incompat-
ible with his posL"
But a spokesman for President
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Boris Yeltsin said yesterday toe

ministry had jumped toe gun by
telling toe press Yeltsin had already

signed a decree dismissing him.
Sergei Yastrzhembsky said

Yeltsin had agreed to Defense
Minister Igor Rodionov’s request
to suspend Semyonov but would
not sign his dismissal decree until

the accusations had been consid-
ered by a presidential committee
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on military appointments.
“This decree does not exist,”

Yastrzhembsky told a regular
Kremlin briefing, pointedly avoid-
ing any endorsement or repetition
of tiie accusation of misconduct
against Semyonov.
The defense ministry said

Semyonov was sacked “for
actions which discredit toe honor
and dignity of a serviceman and
are incompatible with his post.”
Yastrzhembsky said all ques-

tions about what he called “this
strong formulation” should be
addressed to the Defense Ministry.
“Somebody was trying to antici-

pate events ” he added.

General Semyonov told Izvestia
newspaper he had been called in

by Rodionov on Friday and told he
was being sacked because of seri-
ous allegations about unspecified
commercial activities” of his
wfe, who works in toe Moscow
office of Rosvertol, a Russian
helicopter manufacturer.
Russian commentators were

skeptical of this argument but
were mostly unable to come up
with a better explanation for
Semyonov s removal.

ncws agency quoted
jemytoov as saying yesterday he
had still not been presented with
y concrete allegations of miscon-

disagreed strongly with

f
grounds given by the ministry

He told Izvestia he
-

ould try to clear his name in court
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Syria hints at Brunner cooperation
axes THE world’s most-wanted

war- criminal, Alois
Brunner, who sent more

than 125,000 Greek, Slovak.
Austrian and French Jews to

Auschwitz, may be tracked down
in Syria if- a French investigative

team wins permission to look for
him in Damascus.
hi a historic development,

Syrian President Hafez Assad
promised his august French coun-
terpart, Jacques Chirac, that he
will conduct a thorough investiga-'

tion of this case.

Assad’s intentions already are

being tested. French Judge Herve
Stephan is set to fly from Paris to

Damascus and hopes to receive

official permission to conduct an
on-the-spot probe there within the

next two weeks.
Until President Chirac’s inter-

vention last month. Syria contin-
ued to deny that Brunner, who is

84, had been given sanctuary
within its borders and that he was
alive and well in Damascus.
However, in a letter to Paris-based
Nazi hunter Serge Klarsfeld dazed
November 29, Chirac writes:

“During my recent visit to

Damascus, I mentioned to

President Assad in the- course of

PjNHAS INBAR!

TWO developments thattook
place last week which, do
not seem connected, may

actually have a covert link. Firstly
the partial lifting of the economic

“JTO on Iraq, in the framework
of oii-for-food,” after- Iraq agreed
to accept United Nations condi-
tions; and secondly, the lack of
assistance the US is receiving
from the Saudi Arabian govern-
ment m the investigation into the
terrorist attacks committed against
-American targets in the oil-rich
kingdom.
The obstacles the Saudis are

putting in the way of American
investigators who are attempting
to reach a conclusion about the

. two terrorist attacks on American
installations there, may suggest
that the American military pres-
ence in the Arab peninsula is not
as rock solid as before. Not only
are

. American installations
exposed to terrorist attacks by vio-
lent opposition groups, but die
Saudi government is indicating
that the Americans had better
move their military bases else-
where.

In this light, we can better
understand the reasons behind the
sudden agreement to relieve the
closure on Iraq.A theoretical
improvement in American-Iraqi
relations cannot, of course, lead to
American installation within Iraq.

This would be too much.
: However, an ease- in the tensions
in. . the Gulf may give the
Americans a necessary interim
period, enabling them to establish
their military installations some-
where else - perhaps Jordan. This
might be the reason for America’s
latest statement that -Jordan is an
ally; other reports . described
Jordan as a possible candidate to

join NATO.
According to reports in the

Jordanian press, a high-ranking
Iraqi messenger, sent by Saddam,
met King Hussein in Amman..
This meeting paved die way to the

acceptance, in Baghdad, oftheUN
conditions for the “oD-for-food”

deal. Other reports mentioned the

Gulf Emirates acting as mediators
between the USA and Iraq. Both

repots seemed to behrue.
Both Jordan and the Gulf

Emira tes found it necessary to
add Iraq to the inter-Arab balance
because they do not Eke the grow-
mg influence of the Egyprian-
Syrian axis, wife its neo-Nasserite
hue. This axis is opposed to the
integration of Jordan within the
regional security system, and
regards it as a contradiction to the
“Damascus Declaration” between
Syria, Egypt and the Gulf states,
made immediately after the Gulf
War, accenting to which Syria and
Egypt were to be responsible for
the security in the Gulf- and not
Jordan — by moving American
bases tofts territories.

As for the Gulf
. Emirates, they

'want Iraq back in'fee regional bal-
ances for other reasons: They
watched, with alarm, the offensive
maneuvers the Iranian Army con-
ducted in the Gulf. It seems that

they face the dilemma of which is
worse: Iraq or Iran - a toakened
Baghdad now looks much less
threatening than the Ayatollahs
Teheran.
This is a focal point of disagree-

ment between fee Gulf Emirates
and Saudi Arabia on the one hand
and Damascus cm the other (Syria
is Iran’s major ally in the Middle
East). Saudi Arabia is a partner in
the Cairo-Damascus axis, believ-

ing featby appeasing Teheran they
can avoid fee armiwt clashes in
Mecca with fee Iranian pilgrims

• during the Haj to fee Holy City.
It seems feat once a decision is

made to end the policy of doable
containment, the new American
administration will follow the line

of preferring Iraq over Iran.

The actualization of fee “oil

for-food” (teal is to introduce a
change in the Jordanian policy.

Until now it tried to adhere to fee

conditions imposed,
.
by the

Damascus-Cairo axis, on die Arab
world. Once Iraq regains its

regional influence, we might wit-

ness a renewed Jardanian-Iiaqi

rapprochement backed by tacit

support of the Golf Emirates,

which may, agaim change the end-

less reshuffling of balances in the.

Middle East

our one-on-one conversation fee

case ofAlois Brunner, spelling out

in great detail the crimes for which

he has been found guilty in

France.

“President Assad replied to me,
and I have made this public, that

he would investigate this subject

very thoroughly.”

Stephan, who has been pressing

France's demand for Brunner’s

immediate extradition to stand

trial as the wartime commandant
of fee Drancy concentration camp
from which tens of thousands of

Jews were deported to Auschwitz,

outlined fee scope of his projected

inquiry in a letter to fee Syrian

Justice Ministry dated September

9.

Some ofthe details were elicited

from another Nazi fugitive, Otto

Ernst Renter, who apparently

found refuge in Spain where the

judge interrogated him and Frau
Renter. The Reiners said they bad
visited Brunner several times in

Syria.

Stephan also notes that although
two international commissions
raised the matter of Brunner’s

presence in Syria wife the Syrian

authorities, all that they received

was a message indicating that he

JAY BUSHINSKY

was “unknown in this country.”

He dismissed fee rumor circulated

two years ago that Brunner had

died and was buried in a

Damascus cemetery, contending

“that this has not been confirmed."

The judge, who notified the

Syrians feat he will be accompa-

nied by French gendarmes, said he
wants to verify that Brunner lived

at 7 Rue Georges Haddad.
Damascus, where he used the alias

Georg Fischer, and that he was
linked to such commercial Sims
as Otraco, Thameeo and the

Khatar Office in which he was
associated with Remer.
He also intends to establish the

nature of these firms and identify

their directors.

It is difficult to imagine that the

Syrians would permit French
investigators to conduct an inquiry

of fee scope envisaged by
Stephan, but he evidently is

undaunted.

He wants to identify the owners
of the budding in which Brunner
lived, interview his neighbors,

find out about the foreign delega-

tions fear visited Brunner, check
fee nearby laundry on Rue

Aims Brunner in 1940.

Georges Haddad with whose pro-
prietors Brunner was on friendly

terms, and find fee woman "of
Christian origin” who lived with
Brunner alias Fischer.

Photographs of these individuals
apparently are in fee judge’s file.

Stephan wants to ascertain how
Brunner was able to obtain a tele-

phone (number 332090 or
332690) by means of which he

maintained contact with Europe,
and to find out who owned P.O.

Box 635 to which he had access at

Damascus’s central post office.

Bearing in mind the parcel bomb
that blew off several of Brunner’s

fingers and blinded him in one
eye, Stephan intends to check the

Damascus hospital where he was
treated in 1980.

And he expects to consult fee

Christian clergy in Damascus to

learn whether they conducted
funeral services for him and
whether a tombstone was set up in

his name or that of his alias in fee

capital's only Christian cemeteiy.

Klarsfeld, who heads the

Association of Sons and
Daughters of fee Jewish Deportees
from France, has a personal inter-

est in Stephan’s mission.

His late father was deported by
Brunner from Nice, fee French
Riviera city which became a major,
refuge for Jews fleeing fee Nazis
while it was under Italian occupa-
tion.

The elder Klarsfeld saved his

family by concealing their hideout
which actually was on the apart-

ment’s premises and saying that he
was fee only one at home - that

fee others had gone to the country.

Iraq keen
missile saga with UN
I

RAQ is seriously working to

resolve its outstanding prob-

lems with the UN, particular-

ly over its alleged possession of

banned long-range missiles.

Foreign Minister Mohammed
Saftftd al-Sahaf said in remarks on

Monday.
“We will focus our efforts to

close this file [of the missiles] as

quickly as possible,” Sahaf was
quoted as saying in remarks pub-

lished in local newspapers.

He also said Iraq was “seriously

working” to resolve outstanding

issues with fee UN Special

Commission (UNSCOM) disarm-

ing it under the 1991 Gulf War
cease-fire.

Sahaf said UNSCOM’s chair-

man Rolf Ekeus was due in

Baghdad onDecember 8 for talks

with the Iraqi authorities on how
to tackle remaining problems.

Iraq last month agreed to all UN
conditions for a partial lifting of

the ban on its oil exports of $2

billion in six months.

The overall curbs on its oil

exports, part of comprehensive

sanctions imposed for its_ 1990

invasion of Kuwait, are tied to

Baghdad's coming clean about

weapons of mass destruction.

UNSCOM suspects Iraq may be

hiding up to 16 missiles wife

ranges beyond the 150 km maxi-

mum Baghdad is allowed to pos-

sess or manufacture under the

cease-fire terms. Iraq denies fee

allegations.

Baghdad last month barred UN
experts from moving remains of

missile engines outside and
UNSCOM said Iraq’s refusal vio-

lated its obligations under fee

cease-fire that ended the Gulfwar
when a US-led coalition freed

Kuwait from Iraqi occupation. -

About 60 engines far' long-

range missiles that Iraq said ,it

destroyed in 1992 were still in

boxes at UNSCOM headquarters

in Baghdad ready for shipment

abroad. Another 20 to 25 engine?

remain buried at two sites near

Baghdad.
UNSCOM also says Iraq’s lat-

est declarations on past weapons
programs are flawed and inade-

quate.

A senior UNSCOM official m
Baghdad said fee Iraqis recently

admitted the gaps in their previ-

ous declarations and promised f,*to

be more exact in the future.”

“They have confessed feat their

figures were not exact enough

and have promised to be more

correct when supplying new

data,” Goran Wallen, director of

Baghdad Ongoing Monitoring

and Verification Center said.

(Reuter)
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Turkish PM
vows to clear up
underworld

scandal

TURKEY’S Prime Minister
Necmettin Erbakan
slammed the state’s

alleged use of far-right gang-
sters in its fight against rebels,

and said be was confident feat

those involved in any such ille-

gal relationship would be pun-
ished.

“You cannot have a gang with-

in the state... Nobody can be
allowed to do anything illegal,

with no exceptions,” Erbakan
told Turkish columnists in an
interview widely published yes-

terday.

Erbakan was speaking in detail

for fee first time since a scandal

over alleged “state gangs” in the

underworld erupted last month,
following an accident in which a
wanted gangster, Abdullah Catli,

and a top policeman died in fee

same car.

A government MP, who heads
Turkey’s biggest private militia

in its fight wife separatist rebels

of the Kurdistan Workers Party

(PKK), was also in fee car but

survived with minor injuries.

“Nothing, including fighting

the PKK, can be an excuse for a
crime. If such things happen,

those gangs, whatever their

make-up. will be disbanded.”
said Erbakan in an apparent
rebuff to comments by hisAyoung Egyptian girl in a Moslem headscarf raises her fist amid a crowd of adults in Cairo dur-

ing a protest attacking Moslem militants. (AP)

deputy. Tansu Ciller, that anyone
fighting for fee state was a hero.

Turkey’s opposition has
accused fee Islamist-ied ruling

coalition of attempting to cover
up the scandal.

“The state has many layers. If

one tries to cover up something,
another section will bring it out
into the open,” Erbakan said
when asked if it was possible for
such a scandal to be covered up.

Ciller last week defended fee

mobster, saying “...those who
fire bullets or suffer their

wounds in the name of this

country ... will always be
respectfully remembered by us.”

Ciller said she bad found,
through inquiries, that Catli had
not confirmed his conviction in

Turkey.

He had been on the run for 18
years and was wanted by
Interpol for his alleged role in

fee 1981 attack on the pope, and
in Turkey for fee murder of
seven leftists.

The media has said Turkey
may have ordered Catli or other

right-wing gangsters to cany out

death-squad killings of an
Armenian guerrilla, and suspect-

ed PKK rebels who have been
fighting fee army for control of
southeast Turkey since 1984.

(Reuter)

Iraq buys food with $70 million unfrozen assets
W KAQ has unfrozen$70 million worth of
8 funds in a deal arranged by an Austrian

JLfirm in exchange for substantial com-
modities purchases. Jordanian traders said

yesterday..

Jordanian traders involved wife the deal

said it . was coordinated by Vienna-based
finance firm FJ. Eisner Company and had
enabled Iraq to clinch one of its largest

commodity purchases since UN sanctions

were imposed on Baghdad for its invasion

of Kuwait in 1990.

Tbe deal includes supplying Iraq wife

160,000-180,000 tonnes of UK and
Argentine wheat, around 75,000 tonnes of

Brazilian sugar, and one 33,000-tonnes

cargo of Vietnamese rice. Shipments are for

November, December, and January for all

SULEIMAN AL-KHAUDI

the cargo.

Iraq insisted on its only sea outlet, Umm
Qasr port, which can handle up to 30,000
tons of cargo per vessel, for offloading the

cargo rather than Jordan’s more developed
Aqaba port, which is also closer to

European and Sooth American markets,

traders said.

Traders said fee recently concluded deal

involved the Austrian firm playing a key
role in “putting in place tbe mechanism” of
unblocking around $70 million of frozen

Iraqi assets in European accounts in

exchange for the commodities.
Traders said payment terms were 30 days

from date of shipment of the cargo.

One Jordanian trader said the prices Iraq

paid to Eisner had a considerable margin,

with wheat purchases a high $224.5 per

tonne and sugar around $425 per tonne.

Eisner initialed the deal wife grain traders

G1encore and Toepfer, who are both supply-

ing 70,000 tons and 90,000 tons each of
wheat respectively along wife the six

13,000 tonnes cargo each of Brazilian sugar

and fee Vietnamese rice.

Iraq meets most of its needs for rice, esti-

mated at about one million tonnes a year,

through imports from either Pakistan,

Vtemam and Thailand.

Iraq’s Trade Minister Mohammed Mebdi
Saleh left Jordan on Monday beading to

Vietnam to reach deals for large quantities

of rice under old debt-settlement payment

terms, traders said.

Some Jordanian agents of international

grains suppliers have long-standing trade

ties wife Iraqi grains purchasing bodies and

have begun positioning themselves for the

coining oil-for-food dead.

In Baghdad, Jordanian and Iraqi business-

men signed on Monday a commercial

agreement for trade under Iraq’s oil-for-

food deal wife the UN. the official al-

Qadissiya newspaper reported on Tuesday.

“The Iraqi chambers ofcommerce and the

society ofJordanian exporters signed a joint

commercial protocol to lay down the frame-

work ofcooperation in commercial and eco-

nomic fields,” Qadissiya said. (Reuter)
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Politics at its worst

T
HE period of coy hinting is over, opposi-

tion leader Shimon Peres is now openly
pushing for a unity government, or what

he calls a “peace government” But the fact that

Peres insists on personally leading his party in

sue! i a government raises suspicions that he

cares more about a last shot at power than bol-

stering the peace process. Be that as it may,
Peres has every right to promote unity, but no
right to join Egyptian and Syrian Presidents

Hosm Mubarak and Hafez Assad in stoking

fears of war.

While Peres has not come out and warned of

war, he has come perilously close. In the

Knesset on Monday, he said, ‘“There has been a

great deterioration in relations between us and
the Arab world. One must be careful. It could

reach a point where it will be difficult to reme-

dy the situation.”

Other Labor leaders were less circumspecL

MK Moshe Shahal said that. “Unless there is a

significant change, we are likely to find our-

selves at the beginning of the year in a military

confrontation with the Arab world and specifi-

cally with Syria." MK Haim Ramon said, “We
have a prime minister whose behavior and dec-

larations are bringing about a deterioration in

the situation. No one in this camp wants war or

an escalation, but we must sound a warning.”

Indeed, the opposition does have the right and
the responsibility to sound warnings regarding

disturbing trends and threats to the nation. But
there is a fine line, however, between warning

of threats and contributing to the threats them-

selves.

Peres says the reason he now feels comfort-

able advocating a unity government is that the

Netanyahu cabinet has adopted the Oslo
process. By any account and despite the bitter

opposition of the right wing, Netanyahu has

embraced the Oslo framework beyond all

expectations.

During the election, Netanyahu could barely

referto Oslo by name, preferring to speak of“hon-

oring all of Israel’s iniemational agreements"-

Today he still criticizes Oslb; buthas-repeatedly

committed himselfto its implementation.

If anything, the Netanyahu government has

exhibited a strong desire to prove its commit-

ment to Oslo by redeploying the IDF in Hebron,

despite the new situation created by the vio-

lence in September and despite all the

Palestinian violations of Oslo that the govern-

ment itself has documented. And with all its talk

of “reciprocity," this demand has not been used

to delay the negotiations, as some had feared.

The threats by Arab leaders to suspend the

peace process or even to resort to war should

not be acceptable to any Israeli leader. This is

true even if the Netanyahu government had not

adopted the Oslo framework to such a surpris-

ing degree. Given Peres's own declaration that

the government has adopted Oslo, his reluc-

tance to condemn the Arab threats against Israel

is even more inexcusable.

A responsible opposition should be able to

keep an eye on the national interest and not just

the interests of the party. There is no reason, for

example, that Labor leaders cannot critique

government policies while condemning Arab
threats against Israel as well.

After all, when Arab countries threaten Israel,

they threaten the peace process itself; whether

by Egypt threatening to freeze normalization or

Syria threatening to seize the Golan. While

opponents of the peace process may not view

such threats with alarm, it is surprising that sup-

porters of the process say nothing.

Unfortunately, the only explanation of this

silence is that the opposition views any reduc-

tion of the siege atmosphere to be against its

own interests. In particular, the Labor support-

ers of a unity government seem to see Israel’s

isolation as their own ticket to joining the gov-

emmenL
Besides being an example of politics at its

worst such tactics amount to playing with fire.

Even though war is probably much less likely

than some headlines would suggest - and by a

purely military calculation, a war could be dev-

astating for the Arab side - wars, as Saddam
Hussein demonstrated, may not be launched on
purely military considerations. Hafez Assad

may be more cautious than Saddam Hussein,

but he is no more restrained by public opinion

or by the prospect of substantial causalities on
his own side.

Clearly. Israel should do everything in its

power to deter war militarily. Even if the Time

magazine article claiming that Israel is not

ready for war is exaggerated, it serves as a

wake-up call that should not be ignored.

No less important than military deterrence is

political deterrence. The primary component of

such deterrence is preventing a situation in

which Israel could be blamed for a war, even

one started by the Arab side. While this is main-

ly the job of the government, it is also the

responsibility of the opposition.

Opposition leaders should be crystal clear

that, whatever their differences with the govero-

-ment, Arab-threats of resorting, to.war or aban- -

doning the peace process cannot be justified.--

Such statements by Israel’s opposition could

inspire foreign govemments'to follow suit, and
put serious pressure on the Arab world to settle

its grievances through negotiations rather than

threats.

That such a reduction in pressure will help the

Netanyahu government should not be a consid-

eration; it will help Israel and it will help peace.

US Senator Arthur Vandenberg was an ardent

isolationist until the Japanese attack against

Pearl Harbor in 1941. After that he became a

central figure in the bipartisan support of the

war effort and in the establishment of the United

Nations and NATO. Vandenbeig explained his

bipartisan approach to foreign policy by declar-

ing simply, “Politics stops at the water’s edge."

It took Pearl Harbor for Senator Vandenberg

to become a constructive opponent of his gov-

ernment's foreign policy. The time for the Labor

Party to discover such wisdom is before an

attack on Israel, not after.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
COCKROACH
REVELATIONS

Sir. - With reference to your
report of November 15,

“Journalist accused of offering

bribes for ‘dirt’ on Netanyahus.” I

would suggest to the press to get

the dirt by interviewing the

Hartzufim cockroach clan living

under Sara Netanyahu’s sink.

(Hanzufim’s speciality - cloaked
under the sacred term “satire" - is

after all, to dose Am Yisrael with
the weekly "poisonous portion.”

As for the Prime Minister's
Office's union leader's outcry,

methinks it comes a bit late. One
might ask how has all the so-

called din on Sara been leaking to

the press all these months? It's

clear that someone in the PM’s
household has long been revealing
and/or inventing and pocketing

easy money. (By the way, I won-
der how any of us would survive
the cockroach revelations from
under our sinks.)

I know from “the horse’s

mouth" that, during Israel's war in

Lebanon, journalists offered out-

rageous sums to the PM's house

staff to get the gory details as to

how badly Begin was affected by
the pitiless onslaught of cries of
"murderer" at his front door. In

chat case, the staff person in

charge did not even permit the car-

nage to begin.

SHIRA TWERSKY-CASSEL
Jerusalem.

Sir, - 1 am writing to thank The
Jerusalem Post in general and
Esther Hecht in particular for
priming the article about the two
handicapped babies who need
families (September 27). Due to

the wide exposure provided by
The Jerusalem Post, it is quite
possible thaL in the very near
future, these babies, and perhaps

MISSED OPPORTUNITY
Sir,- In his article of October 3,

Yossi Beilin, who is a leading

Labor member of the Knesset,

while denigrating the importance

of the failure of the Palestinian

Authority to annul its covenant

calling for the destruction of

Israel, really points out the fuzzy

thinking of the “peace" camp.

It is obvious even to Beilin that

Arafat tied to the world when he

declared that the covenant was
dead. Arafat compounded the lie

when he wrote a letter to then

prime minister Peres stating that

the covenant was rescinded. The
conveyance of a tie pertaining to

an important clause of Oslo can-

not be relegated to minor impor-

tance as Beilin suggests. On the

contrary, it is an illustration of the

PA’s failure to comply with many
of the material clauses of Oslo.

If an enemy wants to demon-
strate that it desires to convert its

approach from enmity to trust, the

easiest thing to do is to declare its

intention in unequivocal terms.

The PA chose to obfuscate the

covenant issue with a meaningless
vote which clearly indicated that it

had no desire to eliminate the

covenant to destroy Israel, thus

skipping a perfect opportunity to

exhibit the sincerity of its desire

for peace.

WILLIAM K. LANGFAN
Palm Beach, Honda.

QUESTIONING PRISONERS
Sir, - I could not believe my

ears when I heard on TV news
that Israel's Supreme Court had
allowed die GSS to torture sus-

pects, i.e. Palestinians, to obtain

information.

I appreciate die precarious situ-

ation Israel finds itself in, but 1

simply cannot understand thai a

nation which remembers, and
constantly reminds the world of.

the atrocities committed by the

Nazis could stoop so low and offi-

cially condone this inhumane
treatment of fellow human beings,

whatever the circumstances. I feel

that a country, above all a country
as civilized as Israel where basic

ADOPTION
others, will find the loving perma-
nent homes they so desperately

need. Ms. Hecht’s description of
the infants moved a fair number of
families to call the office of the

Services for the Child (Shcrut
Leraa’an Hayeled) in order to
explore the idea of adoption.

If there are other people interested

in teaming more about the adoption

human rights can be violated in

such a cold-blooded way. should
not be surprised or annoyed if ir

loses the respect and friendship of

a large number of its - so far -

faithful supporters. Violence (and

torture to me is the worst type of
violence) can only lead to more
violence.

Is Israel really willing to bear

the consequences?

E. KINSEHER
Sevelen, Switzerland.

What the High Court authorized

was reasonable physical pressure,

as laid down by the Landau
Committee. - Ed. JJ3.

Of Down syndrome and otherwise

handicapped babies, they are invited

to contact me at Shcrut Lema’an
Hayeled. Tel; (02) 675-4701 or (02)

675-4728 during working hours.

GILA HUGE
Social Worker,

Special Adoptions Supervisor.

Sherut Lema’an Hayeled
Jerusalem.

The winds of war
ABOUT two weeks ago a

banner headline in Yediot

Aharonot screamed
“Danger of War with Syria.” The
paper cited military intelligence

warnings that without a political

“breakthrough" Hafez Assad
could go for the military option

“to restart the political process.”

Then at the beginning of this

week tension spread to the sur-

rounding Arab states. Egypt's
Hosni Mubarak threatened a

“cooling off" of normalization
(was there ever any?) with IsraeL

Saudi Arabia spoke of “fear of war
in the region.” And the Jordanian

premier expressed trepidation

over the future of Jordan's peace
with IsraeL

The drums of war are being

beaten again in the Middle East,

and as usual the culprit is the state

of Israel - with one difference.

This time it isn’t all of IsraeL

The peace camp is guiltless.

Israel's Left, along with the

mothers who have been placing

those anti-army-service ads in die

press on their sons* behalf, have
already determined that if the

Syrians do attack us Assad won’t
be the one to blame but Binyamin
Netanyahu.

Virtually invited to commit
aggression and already exonerat-

ed from guilt by the mothers of
his future victims, can Assad
possibly be persuaded to aban-

don the military operation he is

pteparing virtually in front of
our'eyes by anything other than

'

total capitulation to his

demands?
As for what this "breakthrough"

could achieve politically, Asad
can contemplate a successful

precedent.

About three months ago Yasser
Arafat failed to get his way with
Netanyahu. When he then used
his army to kill 1 6 Israeli officers

and soldiers many Israeli moth-
ers blamed Netanyahu and not
the chairman for their sons'
deaths.

Our opposition and media,
meanwhile. conducted the

(Israeli) choir singing the “song

YISRAEL HAREL

for Arafat.” which led to unprece-

dented and dangerous internation-

al support for Palestinian vio-

lence.

Now the Arabs know. When
they don’t get what they want

through negotiations, there’s

always violence. And the Israeli

opposition will be widely quoted

as saying that the Palestinians (or

Syrians, or Egyptians) “had no

Instead of propping

up a weak prime

minister our elite is

virtually inviting

Assad to attack

choice," that “the reckless

Netanyahu government pushed
them up against the walk”
The opposition and most of the

media are trying to say that ifonly
Netanyahu were flexible insmari

of stubborn the winds of war
wouldn't blow.

'

They are entitled to say that But
why, when the chief of military
intelligence says Assad might ini-

tiate hostilities, are all the accus-

ing glares automatically directed

at Israel?

Far-fetched 'as the idea' seems,
couldn't

-

die 'SyriaiT leader, just

once, be asked to make some little

contribution of his own to a
“breakthrough”?
For nearly 23 years the Golan

bender has been quiet, despite the

fact that Israel annexed it, rules it

and settles it:

Even when Syria was closest to

strategic parity with Israel, when
it enjoyed Soviet patronage and a
virtually unlimited flow of sophis-

ticated weaponry it didn’t threaten

us with the “military option” die

way it does today. The winds of
war haven’t blown since the sepa-

ration of forces agreement with

Syria in 1974.

What has changed? After all

even the rhetoric Defense
Minister Mordechai and
Netanyahu employ against

Damascus is very mild compared
with the frequent and far more
blunt language Yitzhak Rabin
used to direct at Assad.

THE SKIES aren’t darkening

because of Netanyahu's intransi-

gence. Quite the opposite: If war
comes, it will be precisely

because Netanyahu is weak and
soft, and because when the oppo-
sition discovered this it began to

pressure the prime minister

unbearably, eroding his self-con-

fidence to the point where he
couldn’t even do what tbe Left

was urging.

And Assad, seeing Netanyahu
cave in after Arafat’s aggression,

recognized this fatal weakness in

the prime minister. Watching
Netanyahu harry to meet with

Arafat in Washington and hear-

ing him call the PLO leader “my
friend” and “partner” just days
after IDF soldiers were attacked
- and killed - on Arafat’s orders,

he sensed the time was ripe for

him to achieve his goals via the

“military option," just like

Arafat
Faced with a threat like this a

nation that is fundamentally at one
can unite, even if its internal dif-

ferences of opinion are great.

And if the premier turns out to

be an essentially weak man" a
responsible ' opposition " must
encourage him, build him up, give
him the sort of public support that

will deter the enemy. Assad would
be reluctant to attack a united

country.

But our elite is busy conducting
psychological warfare against our
govemmenL And all die while
they yell that the country is teeter-

ing on tbe brink of disaster.

The writer, a member of the

executive committee of the
Council ofJewish Communities m
Judea, Samaria and Gaza, is

chairman ofthe board ofdirectors
o/Nekuda.

There is a New Middle East

THE Cairo conference
seemed to justify the jeer-

ing at Shimon Peres on
account of his visions of a “New
Middle East."

The open hostility to Israel dis-

played there and the antagonistic

statements by Arab leaders

seemed to vindicate the cynics
who scoffed at Peres’s dreams.
But closer inspection reveals a

different reality.

There has been a new Middle
East in the making over the past

two decades.

I don’t mean just Oslo, the

peace treaty with Jordan or the
opening of interest offices by
various Arab states in Israel; nor
the widening of the small wedges
of business opportunities with
other countries throughout the

far-flung Moslem world.
Welcome as these are they are no
longer news.

I mean one crucial thing. Since
1973 we have in effect had 23
years of peace, or at leastno war -

the longest such period we have

known between shooting sessions.

In the early 1950s prime min-
ister David Ben-Gurion estimat-

ed that the Arabs would be
unable to initiate wars against

Israel more frequently than once
every decade owing to a combi-
nation of the military, economic
and psychological burdens
entailed. Looking back over the

decades we can see that Ben-
Gurion’s prediction was closer

to die mark than most modem
public opinion prognostications,

or weather forecasts for that

matter.
‘

Eight years elapsed between the

War of Independence and the
Sinai Campaign in October 1956.
We used that time to make big

investments in the economy,
especially in agriculture.

Another 11 years passed until

the Six Day War. During that

period we diverted massive
resources to industrial develop-
ment and the beginnings of our
hi-tech industry.

Smarting from their defeat in

TEDDY PREUSS

1967 the Arabs soon declared at

Khartoum that they intended
going to war again.

They were as good as their

word; in little more than six years

they unleashed their military

might against us once again on
the Golan Heights and across tbe

Suez Canal in the Yom Kippur
War.

Their relative success was

No Arab state has
attacked Israel for

close to a quarter

of a century

greater than m any previous war.
Israel won not by a knockout, but
on points. That military standoff

propelled the GoIda Meir and
Rabin governments into the

biggest military buildup in
Israel’s history, out of fear that

Israel's relative success might
tempt the Arabs into launching
another war.

But the opposite happened.
The major defeat of 1967

which many Israelis believed

should have “taught the Arabs a
lesson” only drove them to war
again, while our relative success
in 1973 seems to have taught
them moderation. Instead ofcall-

ing for a new round of war,
Egypt's Sadat opted foreconom-
ic development;
Several months after die cease-

fire the separation of forces
agreement was signed at

Kilometer 101. followed by the

interim agreement, the partial

withdrawal of the IDF from Sinai
and the reopening of the Suez
Canal.

This culminated in Sadat’s com-
ing to Jerusalem in 1977. The
inexorable wheel of war seemed
to have been reversed. We are
now in die third decade after tbe

Yom Kippur War.

ACCORDING to die Ben-Guru
model we should have been su
jected to two or three major ws
during this period. Instead o
Arab enemies have given us ;

unprecedented respite.

The initiative for the w
unleashed in Lebanon in 191
certainly cannot be ascribed to tl

Arabs. Which leaves us with te

racism and the intifada, both
which were perpetrated by tl

Palestinians.

At most the Arab states gave d
Palestinians inconstant politic
support and only limited finance
and logistic assistance.

The Palestinians complaint
bitterly at the paucity of this su|

port from their Arab brethre
venting their bitter frustration

vociferous support for Iraq
Saddam Hussein in the Gulf w
and in continuing tenor anac!
from Lebanon and within Israel

cities.

These should be considers
pinpricks or scorpion bites
worst, since they never eve
came close to endangering oi

existence.

The very real pain from thes
attacks and the disappointing
over what were supposed to l

the fruits of peace shouldn
blind us to the fact that there
a New Middle East, -one i

which no Arab state h:
attacked Israel for close to
quarter of a century.
There is a good chance that

those who “invited” the concer
ed Arab attack of 1973 and thos
who instigated the 1982 war i

Lebanon do not repeat their foli
we may be vouchsafed yi

another quarter-century of r
war.

If so we will truly be able i

quote the Bible (Judges 3,11
“And the Land was at peace ft

40 years."

.

'
îe writer is a veteranjournal-

Shelly’s

shot
YISRAEL MEDAD

RULES are made to be bro-

ken, aren't they? That’s

obviously what Shelly

Yehimovich thought on Sunday.

Popular host of a morning
Israel Radio interview program

Yehimovich was interviewing

Meretz MK Avraham Poraz

about a dog he had rescued on the

Ayalon highway.

Had he given the dog a name?

she asked. Poraz replied, “I might

call him Binyamin.” Retorted

Yehimovich: “You could call him
Bibi for short.”

Israel Radio director Aronon

Nadav suspended her for two

days and Ma'ariv quoted her as

saying, “It was a silly and unnec-

essary joke. I'd prefer to get into

trouble over important issues of

principle, not stupid remarks.”

What bounds did Yehimovich

overstep?

Most of the public - and it

seems many Israel Broadcasting

Authority employees - are

unaware that Israel’s code of law

includes media ethics, and that

the LBA has its own professional

code, comprising 161 para-

graphs. called the Nakdi
Document.
Sadly, our research and moni-

toring shows that many times

these rules are honored only in

die breach.

Tbe rules violated in Sunday’s

incident - apart from plain com-
mon sense and elementary good
taste - would be Paragraph 16,

which states that “[IBA] employ-

ees must take extreme care when
commenting” and Paragraph 26,

“the employee must restrain him-
self from expressing his personal

views.”

WHAT actually occurs daily on

radio (and TV) interview pro-

grams - and Yehimovich is a
prime offender - is that listeners

can tell from who gets inter-

viewed and the questions asked
exactly what the interviewers’

personal opinions are.

Any heeding of the rules seems
mere tokenism. Yehimovich’s
behavior might be called tbe IBA
norm.
The attitude of journalists, edi-

tors and interviewers is one of
arrogance. They are above any
attempt at regulation.

,
dismissing

fiaaejass interference ot political

partisanship.,
,'

"
’ .

‘Not'till this past October duTthe
IBA amend its traditional practice

of haying its spokesman rather

than its Ombudsman deal with
complaints.

And the most prominent media
personalities are among the worst
offenders.

On another recent radio pro-
gram Mabat anchorman Haim
Yavin stated: “Journalists have
long ceased talking about objec-
tivity.... One should try to be fair,

but I think that on objectivity.

The talk show host’s

‘stupid joke* points

to a situation that’s

no laughing matter

journalists have given up."
Media Watch complained to

the IBA Ombudsman that in this
one statement Yavin had opened
a door to the violation of at
least seven Nakdi Document
rules. We are still awaiting a
response.

On TV's Friday evening news-
magazine last week Dan
Semama reported on the appoint-
ment of Professor Israel
Hanokuglo as Prime Minister
Netanyahu’s adviser on academ-
ic affairs. Anonymous left-wing
circles were “outraged” and
attacked Hanokuglo's profes-
sional standing and employment
record.

His research cm genetics was
labeled as racisr by Shulamit
Aloni, who spoke for almost a
minute. Archival material was
shown out of context
Hanokuglo himself was never

approached for a response, con-
to tbe requirements of

^graph 15 of the IBA
Ombudsman’s regulations.
0}UJ**k electronic media are

incredibly influential. Their
Power, therefore, must be tem-
pered by accuracy, objectivity,
fairness and balance.
Israel’s democracy is largely

dependent upon die information
tts citizens receive via the.
ttjedia and on the media’s own
ability to conduct itself in

accordance with ethics and the
law.

News and views must not b®
dictated. IBA employees must
jnform, not influence. But that

isn’t the situation today.
Yehimovich isn’t the first to

violate the rules: she will proba-
bly not be the lasL
If 0u

f self-proclaimed rnedfc
^ptiarins continue to shrug off
their obligations vis-a-vis society
and the law I fear for the future or
our society.

.p\f writer directs Israel's
Media Watch.
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Let’s hear it for Leviticus
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A world-renowned anthropologist

suggests that justice has not been
done to the third book of the

Bible, which Jays down the laws
for a stress-free life.

Ralph Amelan reports
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or most people, the book of
Leviticus is a yawn. After

the action-packed chapters
of Genesis and Exodus, just made
for the likes of Cecil B. DeMtlle,

full of incident battle and drama,
the dreary lists of priestly laws

come as something of a let-down.
Worthy stuff, no doubt Indeed,

some yeshivot start their young
students on Leviticus to instruct

them on pure law, free of distract-

ing questions of personality.

Bible scholars outside haiedi
circles have tended to overlook it;

a few even regard it as the remnant
of a primitive culture, with its

emphasis cm sacrifice' and purity.

This outlook has been recently

challenged, and from an unex-
pected source. According to

Professor Mary Douglas, one of
the world’s foremost anthropolo-

gists and an Honorary Fellow of
University College London,
Leviticus is a remarkable achieve-

ment on many levels. She claims

that “it makes the world safe for

decent folks.” and that it was
designed to keep Jewish society

free of the stresses that tear other

cultures apart

Douglas was here recently as

part of die “Masters of Culture”

series organized by Mishkenot
Sba'ananim and the Van Leer
Institute, and, as well as conduct-

ing seminars, she gave lectures to

packed halls.

She is now in her 70s, but the

evident enthusiasm with which
she wanned to her theme betrayed

a lively and enquiring mind. In a
recent interview she gave an out-

line of how she first got involved

with Bible studies.

“I did my student field work in

central Zaire. The people there

were extremely fastidious and had
very strict rules - kind of kosher

rules - for what you could eat I

didn’t know what to make of

them: The people themselves had

no theory to ten them why these

rules were as they were.”

Then she read the laws of

tite 1997 Jewish Agency elections
Burg himself could well be a con-
tender for prime minister. Or be
may be Ramon’s running-mate, if
the latter forms a breakaway party
and repeats his Histadrur triumph
Meanwhile. Meretz chairman
Yossi Sand is publicly contem-
plating the possibility of tossing
his own cap into the prime minis-
terial ring.

APPEARING ON Media File
with Avwoam Brog. the dapper
brother of Ehud Barak, Gadi
Sukenik, head of Channel 2's
political desk, in assessing Barak's
electoral chances commented:
“Barak is not exactly John
Travolta. He should go on a diet.”

of Jewish costumes.
Jerusalem Friends of the Hebrew
University chairman Oded
E^*?ar m opening the exhibition
said “those who know me as a
Samech Tet (pure Sephardi] will
be surprised that I’m a yekke and
like to start on time.” Be that as it

may, the more pressing reason for
his punctuality was that HU presi-
dent Hanoch Gntfrtnnd was run-
ning late for a dinner with Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
and, after making his own brief
remarks, sprinted out of the room.

THE GREATEST compliment for
Yiddish folk singer Assia New,
who appeared aT a benefit lun-
cheon for Herzog Hospital, was
when one of the guests asked the
name of the young lady who was
singing. The exquisitely beautiful
New, with the still girlish figure, is

a great-grandmother, who also
happens to be the mother-in-law
of Australian gold tycoon Joseph
Gutnick. A member of a distin-

guished Habad family. New has
traveled to many parts of Russia,
the US, Canada, Israel and
Australia to bring Russian Jews
some of their spiritual heritage
through music.

Ehud Barak: Re should go on
a diet

WHEN THEIR son Nathan
Zalman was born, Mitch and
Susie Pilcer of Moshav Tzipori

found themselves with a smallfound themselves with a small
problem on their hands. Because
the baby was sound and healthy.

Halacha dictated that Ik be cir-

cumcised on die Sabbath. That
was fine with them, but for the fact

that there was no mohel within

walking distance of their home.
They were so isolated that they

had to induce a mohel to spend the

weekend on the moshav. Nahman
SheGTer from Kibbutz Lavi was
willing, but only on condition that

he could be assured of a proper
Sabbath service. There is no syna-

gogue on the moshav and only

three of its 80 families are obser-

vant. So an approach was made to

the Hoshaya congregation, which

sent a Torah scroll. Hoshaya's

Torah reader ARi Barkan lives

within walking distance of

Tzipori. and happfly came to do

the honors, enabling Nathan

Zalman to be inducted into the

faith in the presence of local sheep

farmers, Arabs from Nazareth and

relatives and friends from New
York, Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.

JERUSALEM MAYOR Ehud
Olmert is much more of a femi-
nist than some of the women who
describe themselves as such.

When Reuma Weizman was
introduced at a City Hall sympo-
sium on Violence Against Women
as the wife of the president,

Olmert, who was one of two men
sitting on the crowded dais, inter-

jected to declare that it was high
time that Weizman, who is known
for her wide-ranging volunteer

work, be recognized in her own
right and not as someone's wife.

In this respect, Olmert practices

what he preaches. His own wife.

being Catholic"), and realized she

could classify animals into groups

according to whether they lived in

the air, on the ground, under-

ground, or in the water.

“When I got that straight, 1

found that they were projecting on
to the animal world the whole of
their social world. For example,

underground animals lived with

the dead, so a woman who thought
she bad been cursed by a dead
ancestor would be told not to eat

such animals. They sorted out the

universe according to their society

and used it back again to keep
their society together.”

DOUGLAS did not return to the

Bible for 30 years. The main focus
of her subsequent work is

summed-up by the title of her
best-known book. Purity and
Danger, in which she examined
the concepts of pollution and
taboo in various cultures. She
identified these concepts as an
important theme of Western soci-

ety, and applied them in a recent

work to the modem environmental

debate.

Then, a few years ago, she was
invited to give the prestigious

Gifford lectures in Edinburgh. She
was stuck for a subject, until she
was asked by a friend who taught

in a Presbyterian seminary to oik
to her students about the laws of
the red heifer as set out in

Numbers.
She found herself at a loss to

explain them, as well as the bibli-

cal laws ofpurity and kashruL The
usual reasons given for them - that

they were in some way connected

with hygiene or were die fragmen-
tary laws of a primitive society or

even that, as Maimonides claimed,

they needed no explanation - were
unsatisfactory. Douglas thought

that an anthropological approach
might woric.

“All other societies have reasons

for these prohibitions. Such
taboos, however, are used by the

people to control and manipulate

each other, and they give rise to

drawn from anthropological field-

work with other cultures to but-

tress her conclusions.

DOUGLAS regards what she
terms the “whole Leviticus enter-

prise’' as “wildly ambitious.’’ 'The
project of Genesis and Exodus is

to recite divine history and law,

but Levjticu* expounds the princi-

ple* of God's mind manifest in his

creation." She also admires the

book a?, a work of literature. "It is

so elegantly put together, so beau-
tiful: They were real masters of
literary style."

However. Leviticus. she

believes, has suffered through
being read through the eyes of the

book of Deuteronomy. “Like most
religions, there is a mainstream
religion, and protest, sectarian

religions around it wherever you
go. Deuteronomy is obviously a
sectarian book, it doesn't like

priests at ail. very egalitarian and
fundamentalist. The outlook in

Deuteronomy won. and Leviticus
lost and became very meaning-
less."

Mary Douglas: Leviticus makes the world safe for decent folks.

LIVING THE part. In her eight

years with the Sharon Players,

Renee Singer, the popular secre-

tary of the Foreign Press

Association, has had two small

parts, and has spent most of her

time backstage, working with the

costumes. Now, she’s suddenly

been catapulted into the spotlight,

and will play the lead role in the

January production of Leslie

Sand’s whodunit Something to

Hide directed by Mimi Fachler.

Is Singer excited? She was in the

what he preaches. His own wife, kashrut as detailed in Leviticus (“I each other, and they give rise to

Aftza, a multi-disciplined artist, is had never read the. bgok before, accusations of sorcery. These
encouraged by her husbantl Yo

; ...
.

—
appear in her own rigHt and hot.as l-..-, . V'

’ '

'

the wife of the mayor. W"n response to your request for Ura|<py| fY|l
responses to today's mores in A dl W-U-ltiS JULIA

FOR THE gala bash to celebrate ^.bringing up children: My chil-

rhe 30th anniversary of Star Trek, dren. are all now fully gown, so I

Jane Seymour, star of Dr. Quinn, can venture no opinions on that Your question and observations

Medicine Woman, chose a metal- matter, except one. bring up tire need to make parents

lie, silver-hued gown to express If it is true that today's parents aware of bicycle safety rules,

the spirit of the occasion, try to be more involved with their Here's what Mordechai Feder,

Entertainment-show hostess Julia offspring, why then do wefind- in chairperson of the Jerusalem

Moran was thinking along the this country only, I think - so branch of Metuna, a voluntary

lines and came dressed in an many parents joyfully sending off road-safety organization, had to

identical outfit. The two celebri- their seven- and eight-year-olds to say.

ties could have pretended not to a sure risk of death or disable- 1. As with any vehicle, parents

see each other - or at least one of ment? should make sure the bicycle is in

them might have gone home to Children ofthis age, and older of good condition - that the brakes

change. But conscious of tbeir course, ride bicycles late at night, are working, the tires are full of

respective public images, they on the wrong side ofthe road, and air, that it rolls without squeaking

laughed off the incident, compli- without lights. or rubbing, and that the steering

mented each other on good taste Why the police do nothing to works without catching any-

and pretended to enjoy the party. stop this is another matter. But the where.

reason the parents encourage this 2. It sounds obvious, but tire child

UNHAPPY TO discover that his Russian roulette must surely be a should know bow to ride a bicycle.

hair was thinning on top. Sylvester sign thatfarfrom loving and sue- If he falls off often, he should be

Stallone put in an urgent call to his. coring their children. they are accompanied by an adult.

barber to temporarily cover tire doing their best to dispose ofthem 3. If possible, have the child

bald patches with hair pieces, as quickly as possible. avoid riding at night. If he rides at

make everybody hate each other,

and can break up families, even
entire villages.”

Douglas believes that at the time

the laws of Leviticus were being
composed, which she puts in the

period of the Babylonian exile, the

priests were unusually aware of
this danger because such accusa-

tions played an important pan in

Babylonian society.

“In the Leviticus code, nobody
could ever be blamed for illness.

Everything could be done by sac-

rifice and the world would be
transformed by sacrifice. There is

no blame in Leviticus: All is done

by sacrifice and atonement The
priests have got a bad reputation,

and I think that they really need to

be read more generously.”Douglas

emphasizes that in other societies,

anyone can denounce spiritual

misdemeanor, and uncontrolled

denunciations can tear a commu-
nity apart But the administration

of the Levitical laws of impurity

and taboo are placed firmly in the

hands of the priests: People cannot

suffer because of the arbitrary

word of jealous neighbors. “The
doctrine makes the world safe for

decent folks,” she says. _

.

Her studies have taken her even
further. She suggests, in a draft

paper, that Leviticus may have had
an even greater significance than

previously supposed, claiming
that the sacred space of the text is

patterned on. and reflects the

architecture of. the Tabernacle. “In

this light the book is somewhat
like a pilgrim text... Only it is an
introverted pilgrimage, there is no
tabernacle, the temple has been
destroyed, the faithful are not
moving, the movement is in the

book that they are reading.”

This kind of symbolism, she

maintains, can even be found in

the prohibition against eating the

suet fiat of an offering and its ded-

ication as an offering to the Lord.

The geography of the sacrificial

body of the animal, which can be
divided into three sections or

zones, can be compared to the

three compartments in the design

of the tabernacle, as laid down in

Exodus.
Defending her use of symbol-

ism, she notes that Nahmanides
drew a similar parallel between
the tabernacle and Mount Sinai

based on the “three-zone'' divi-

sion. She also uses,. observations . ,.oqt 41 all.'

ONE problem that Lreubles
Douglas is the accepted dating of
the composition of the Leviticus

sacrificial laws. “I have to accept

what the historians say, but an
anthropologist has to construct a

community. Some of the laws may
be earlier, however it is not clear

whether or not they were put into

practice."

From every angle, Douglas’s
first trip to Israel proved to be very

fruitful. “I ant very grateful to

Mishkenot Sha'ananim. They
brought the best Bible scholars in

the land who are interested in

Leviticus and they [were] here,

listening to me. 1 could never have
done it in Oxford or London. It

[was] an unheard-of privilege for

me. We had a wonderful time.”

She realized that her theories

might ruffle some feathers, but as

yet. reactions had been positive.

“Anthropologists dare to talk

about sacred subjects, but it’s a
risk anthropologists have to lake."

Douglas plans to continue her

work both into Leviticus and into

her other extensive anthropologi-

cal interests with undimmed ener-

gy One last question cannot be

resisted. After all her work on
food taboos and purity, does she

detect a little reluctance on the

part of colleagues to invite her

round for a meal or a cup of tea?

“Oh. that’s an old joke! No. none.

FOR THE gala bash to celebrate

the 30th anniversary of Star Trek,

Jane Seymour, star of Dr. Quinn,

Medicine Woman, chose a metal-

lic, silver-hued gown to express

the spirit of the occasion.

Entertainment-show hostess Julia

Moran was thinking along the

same lines and came dressed in an

identical outfit. The two celebri-

ties could have pretended not to

see each other - or at least oik of

them might have gone home to

change. But conscious of tbeir

respective public images, they

laughed off the incident, compli-

mented each other on good taste

and pretended to enjoy the party.

Parents must promote safe cycling

UNHAPPY TO discover that his

hair was thinning on top. Sylvester

Stallone put in an urgent call to his

barber to temporarily cover the

bald patches with hair pieces.

Unlike the late Yul Brynner and

Telly Savalas, whose baldness was

part of tbeir sex appeal. Stallone

prefers to remain hirsute and plans

to undergo a hair transplant. Who
was it that said “Vanity thy name is

woman”?

John Dicks
Kiryot Yam

Your question and observations

bring up the need to make parents

aware of bicycle safety rules.

Here's what Mordechai Feder,

chairperson of the Jerusalem

branch of Metuna, a voluntary

road-safety organization, had to

say.

1. As with any vehicle, parents

should make sure the bicycle is in

good condition - that the brakes

are working, the tires are full of
air, that it rolls without squeaking
or nibbing, and that the steering

works without catching any-
where.

2. It sounds obvious, but die child

should know bow to ride a bicycle.

If he falls off often, he should be
accompanied by an adult.

3. If possible, have the child

avoid riding at night. If he rides at

night, it should be for transporta-

tion. not for sport, and he must
have front and back lights. The

PARENTING
RUTH MASON

reflectors that come with many
bicycles are not sufficient.

Accidents involving bicycles are

much more frequent and fatal at

night, when the driver doesn't see

the rider.

4. Younger children who don’t

yet know the rales of the road

should ride on die sidewalk.

5. Make sure your child knows
and follows the rales of the road.

He should ride toward the right

side, and either far enough away
from packed cars to avoid being hit

by opening doors, or with an
awareness that doors may suddenly
open.

6. Watch out for the Israeli driver.

Unlike in other countries, where
bicycle riding is respected. Israeli

drivers don’t think bicycles have
any width. They don’t think they

need to pull out to pass a bicycle.

Children should always be aware

of the traffic around them.

7. While helmets are not yet

mandatory in this country, they do
contribute to saving lives and we
recommend that eveiyone wears

them. Even the youngest children

riding with training wheels on the

sidewalk should wear helmets so

they associate bicycles with hel-

mets right from the start- But chil-

dren should know that just

because they are wearing a hel-

met, it doesn't mean they can be

careless. Helmets are not fool-

proof.

8. Children should get off their

bikes and walk them across major

intersections.

9. Stress the rale of one child per

bike. A bicycle is not a toy to be

played with on the street.

Acrobatics and other tricks should

be tried in a park or ball court away
from traffic.

10. Clothing should be appropri-

ate for bike-riding. Make sure there

is no loose clothing that can be

caught in the chain. Tuck cuffs of

long pants into the sock on the

chain side.
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Business&Finance
Property firms eye

Hapoalim ’s Amot stake
GALfT UPKIS BECK

AN estimated three groups

engaged in the real -estate sector

have expressed interest in acquir-

ing 25% to 30% of Amot
Investments, the real estate com-
pany in which Bank Hapoalim
currently holds a 1 4% stake, and a

controlling share, a pension-fund

source confirmed yesterday.

Bank Hapoalim is required to

shed much of its non-banking
holdings by the end of 1996, in

accordance with the newly revised

Banking Law.

Amor’s remaining shareholders

are seven pension funds, who
together control 80% of the compa-

ny, and Hevral Haovdim which con-

trols 6% of Amot’s share capital.

The pension funds prefer not to

gain control of Amot because of

tax considerations. As a result,

they are currently searching for a

potential partner to manage the

company and replace Bank
Hapoalim.

“The pension funds will have to

decide what they want to do with-

in a few days. It is not worth their

while to control Amot since it will

imply that their investors will reap

lower profits because of tax

deductions,” said a bank source.

The source emphasized that

because of internal disputes

Lehman: Leumi to

lead Israeli banks
in

697 earnings
GALIT UPKIS BECK

BANK Leumi is on track to

become Israel's most profitable

financial institution in 1997,

Lehman Brothers concluded in

their report on the bank.

Bank Leumi reported a signifi-

cant improvement in third quarter

earnings last week. The bank
announced a 113.4 percent

increase compared with die same
period in 1995, and a 50% growth

above the second quarter earnings.

The bank reported a nine month
profit of ~NIS 530 m. including

NIS 172 m. in the third quarter.

Lehman said most of the bank-

ing sector reported an improve-

ment in interest earnings in die

third quarter. ^
“Return on equity should be

around 9.5% in that year [1996],
assuming current trends persist.

That would be a full one percent

above the levels we had initially

forecast for the bank. Leumi
remains our favoured Israeli bank-

ing stock and we continue to rate it

to outperform,," said the report.

Lehman Brothers estimates

Bank Leumi will complete 1996

with a net profit of NIS 675 hl,

based on the assumption that

fourth-- quarter -net earnings wiU
“Viorbe quierso strong"- as in die

third quarter.

The consultancy firm also pub-

lished an optimistic report on
Koor. According to Lehman, Kom-
is making the necessary invest-

ments to position itself as “a dri-

ving force both in the Middle East

and overseas in its core areas:

Telecom and electronics, agro-

chemicals and building materials.

Lehman estimates Koor will

continue to perform in line with

the firms initial outlook. The com-
pany forecasts Koor will end the

year with a net profit of NIS 37.08

m., and NIS 41.11 m. in 1997.

“Koor stands at a 23% discount

to its underlying valuation,

emphasizing die potential to out-

perform," concluded Lehman.

Warsaw meeting proposes

means to fight car crime
WARSAW (Reuter) - An interna-

tional conference in Warsaw on

car theft, itself a sign more coun-

tries are now taking the problem

seriously, was set, yesterday, Co

propose remedies including the

creation of a global database for

police. “Even three or four years

ago, if a country like the US or

Germany wanted to raise the

stolen car problem with its less

affluent neighbors, the political

interest was nil," US State

Department delegate Jonathan
Winer told Reuters.

“This conference reflects a new
consensus among countries,

across the board in Europe, that

stolen car rings threaten the quali-

ty of life for all their citizens, and
law enforcement has gor to be
more effective in stopping it," said
Winer.

The United Nations sponsored
two-day meeting of law enforcers,

insurers and car makers from
about 30 countries was set to pro-

pose strategies for fighting an
international plague, costing bil-

lions of dollars a year, which is

increasingly viewed as on a par

with the narcotics trade.

The conference’s draft recom-
mendations. to be pursued ar a
meeting in Russia next year, call

for countries to set up databases on
stolen vehicles and fe^d them into a
computer system being developed

by Interpol in Lyons, France, so
officers in any country will be able

to check on any suspect vehicle.

They urge countries to amend
their laws to make returning stolen

vehicles easier, introduce common
registration and titling procedures,
and propose a standard interna-

tional treaty for the return of vehi-

cles found to have been stolen in

another country.

Winer, deputy assistant secretary
at the Bureau of International

Narcotics and Law Enforcement,
said countries which had been
transit routes or recipients of
smuggled stolen cars, now had
grave car-theft problems them-

selves.

Conference host Poland, a tran-

sit country for gangs whisking

cars stolen in western Europe east-

wands co former Soviet states, has

itself suffered a boom in vehicle

theft Interpol figures show that in

1995, 50.684 cars were stolen in

Poland, a 20.6 percent rise over

the previous year, while thefts in

Germany fell 8.8 percent to

129,652 over the same period.

Several other Western European
stares also saw declines.

This year, the wife of Poland’s

interior minister and the top presi-

dential security adviser were

among the victims. Prime Minister

Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz

reflecting Poland’s strong con-

cern, promised new legislation

and more effective police action,

in a speech opening the gathering.

Global figures are unavailable,

but in the US, $6 billion to $7 b.

worth of cars are taken a year, a

third of which leave die country,

while Europe’s annual roll is U to

two million vehicles a year, halfof

which are not recovered. Cars

stolen in Los Angeles wind up in

China, Saudi Arabia and Vietnam,

sometimes hidden in containers.

A US insurance journal, quoted

by a UN information paper, sug-

gests that if car theft were a legiti-

mate business it would rank fifth

among the Fortune 500 companies.

German police expert Peter

Koehler told the conference that

counteractive measures had cut

car thefts in his country since

1994, and the trend continued in

the first half of 1996. But, he said,

criminals were switching to new
methods, including fraud against

rental firms or insurers. Many
owners are selling their care to

crooks, reporting them as stolen,

and collecting from insurance

companies.
“We estimate that in about 30 to

50 permit of all cases, the owner
of the vehicle is involved, although
this is not yet supported by statisti-

cal evidence.” Koehler said.

Arafat adviser: Rethink
Israel-PA economic pact

DAVID HARRIS
between the managers, the funds
have not yet decided what to do.

The funds have three options,

said the source. The first is for

Hapoalim to keep its investment in

the company unchanged, and for

the funds to sell a package of
shares representing about 25% -

30% of Amot’s share capital. In

this case no one will control Amot.
A second option is to equalize

the shares voting rights in the

company, so that Hapoalim will

own 14% of the voting rights and
share capital. If the shares are

equalized. Bank Hapoalim will

have to be compensated, said the

source.

The third option is for Bank
Hapoalim Co sell its controlling

share in Amot to an investor which
will manage the company.
According to media reports.

Housing and Development and
businessman Eliezer Fishman are

among the consortiums interested

in acquiring the shares.

Amot Investments owns proper-

ty estimated at about S456-682m.
In related news. Bank Hapoalim

intends to purchase property from
Amot for about S15 million. The
property is currently used by
Hapoalim as branch and office

space.

CERTAIN clauses of the Paris economic accords

between Israel and the Palestinian Authority' must
be canceled and others redrafted. PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat's chief economic adviser,

Mohammed Rachid, cold The Jerusalem Post this

week.
“The accord is no good because the PA economy

is more limited [than Israel's].’’ said Rachid. “We
signed it and we’re being hit by it."

Pointing out that of a S2.4 billion bilateral trade

volume. 95% comprises Israeli exports, Rachid
said Paris encourages monopolies, and said the PA
is loosing hundreds of millions of shekels as a

result of non-rerurned taxes, particularly purchase
tax.

The PA, according to Rachid, has to purchase all

its milk and milk products from Tnuva. “Why is it

forbidden for us to import milk from abroad?"
asked Rachid.
In terms of purchase tax, he claimed that Israel,

in line with the agreement, does not hand over pur-
chase tax on goods bought by Palestinians from
Israel, or imported through Israel. “We’ve lost

$170 million in 30 months, on the purchase of cig-

arettes alone," he said.

While both Treasury Director General David
Brodet. and newly appointed Customs and VAT
Director Motti Ayalon are currently unavailable for

comment, Ayalon’s predecessor Arye Zeif, who
played a major role in Paris, last week made a
strong defence of the agreement. “This is the only
agreement which is working 100 percent, in pure

economic terms, to the benefit of both sides." he
told an audience of Israeli, Palestinian and foreign

businesspeople and government officials.

“The basic Paris agreement must stay. I believe

this will be better for the Palestinians than the

Israelis, because Israel already has the stronger

economy. Maybe it is time to look at some issues

European Union Energy Commissioner Christos Papoutsis (left) Irish Energy MinisterAlan Dukes
(center), and EU political adviser Aphrodite Monrelatou have a cup of coffee prepared using solar

energy yesterday. Greenpeace organized the event in Brussels to push the EU to allocate more
funds for renewable energy research. (Rcaeri

Menorah
Insurance

manager
Shabtai Angel

Microsoft: European
businesses behind US
in exploiting Internet

dies at 60
GALIT LIPKiS BECK

MENORAH Insurance Company
general manager Shabtai Angel
died last night at the age of 60.

Shabtai was considered among
the insurance sector's most talent-

ed and conservative managers.

Appointed general manager of
Menorah seven years ago. he
helped the company become the

fifth largest insurance firm in

Israel.

Before his appointment he

served as joint general manager.

Shabtai is among the insurance

managers suspected of price-fix-

ing and otber illegal activities in

restraint of trade in 1991-92.

Some of tiie managers involved in

die episode recently reached a plea

bargain with the arromey-general

whereby they confessed to some

of the charges. Shabtai refused to

agree to the plea bargain.

"A fax for you”
M you want to know about your

accounts on your feu, wflWh fSntfnutes.

PARIS (Reuter) - Software group
Microsoft Coip warned European
businesses yesterday that they

lagged behind the US in tapping

the power of the Internet and this

could undermine their competi-
tiveness.

“We see a lot of short-sighted-

ness in European businesses in

their approach to the Internet”

said Bernard Vergnes, president

of Microsoft Europe. “Unless we
wake up, we may have a difficult

time tomorrow," he told a news
conference.

Vergnes, a Frenchman who
joined Microsoft in 1 983 and runs

the group’s European activities

out of Paris, said a survey by con-

sultants IDG showed that in the

US, about 65 percent of compa-
nies with more than 50 employ-

ees were using the Internet or

planned to do so in the next 12

months.

In Britain, the proportion was
59%, in Germany. 45%. and in

France, 28%. Another series of
statistics showed that in the US.
more than 90% of white collar

workers use personal computers
while in western Europe the fig-

ure is 53% and in eastern Europe
35%.
More than 30% of US homes

have PCs. compared with less

than 10% in Europe. There are 24
PCs per US school. Sweden does
better with 25 per school, bur the

western European average is nine.

Vergnes said the gap between

the US and Europe helped the US
rise to become the most competi-
tive country in 1995 from fifth

place in 1991, according to the

World Economic Forum.
Germany slipped from second

to 10th while Britain and France
ranked 19th and 20th, respective-

ly. last year. For Microsoft, the

gap points to a big potential mar-
ket. For Europe to match the PC
penetration level of the US, 48
million additional PCs must be
sold, Vergnes said. He said Ire

expected PC shipments in Europe
to total between 16.5 and 17 mil-
lion this year and then rise a fur-

ther 12% in 1997 to about 19 mil-

lion.

“At the moment, more than
70% of computers are being
shipped in Europe with Windows
95 and (the percentage) is grow-
ing. But there is not much room
to grow," he said. Microsoft has
launched a series of products for

the Internet and Intranet market,
competing head on with Netscape

Communications Carp They
include the Explorer, Frontoffice
and Internee Studio as well as
server packages. It recently added
the Microsoft Commercial
Internet System, code-named
Normandy, which is being tested

az 10 organizations in Europe for

on-line commercial transactions.

Microsoft estimated the number
of on-line consumers in Europe at
2.8 million in June 1996 and pre-
dicts it will grow to 4.2 million

by June 1997, with some seven
million business users.

A Microsoft official said the
Explorer's share of the browser
market was now around 25 per-
cent. He did not give a break-
down for market leader Netscape
Navigator and others. Last year,
Microsoft overhauled its MSN
on-line information service
put it on the Internet instead of
marketing it as a proprietary ser-
vice for subscribers only. The
new MSN will be rolled out in
English, French and German in

1997 and partnership announce-
ments could be made in the next
few weeks, Vergnes said.
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again.

Admitting there were problems surrounding the

issue of purchase tax, Zeif added, “this is the main
issue on the table. It is neither in our interest, nor
that of the Palestinians.”

One partial solution, as far as the Palestinians are

concerned, to the import/export arrangements,
would be the creation of a Gaza seaport, according

to Hebrew University economics professor
Ephraim Kleinian. This would allow for direct

imports to the territories, consequently reducing

the use of Haifa and Ashdod, and cutting out the

need for Israeli middlemen.
Rachid’s comments were made during a visit to

Gaza by the Knesset Economics Committee.
Rachid, together with PA Planning and
International cooperation Minister Nabil Shaath
and the six participating opposition MKs,
expressed disappointment that the eight coalition

members of the committee stayed away.
“This was not a boycott by the coalition," said

committee chairman Eli Goldschmidt (Labor). “I

think several of them really wanted to come.
Perhaps they feel they have to listen to the views of
their voters. In any case, only Zvi Hendel (NRP)
(who lives in Ganei TaJ near Gaza] said he would
boycott the tour.”

During the visit, Avraham Poraz (Meretz) called

into question what be called “die over-the-top

security arrangements" at the Kami crossing point.

When senior army officers pointed out that it takes

up to eight hours for trucks to pass through Kami
on their way into Gaza. Poraz retorted, “who’s
going to put something in a box of tomatoes?”
However, the officers pointed out, these checks

have become necessary in order to prevent a repeat

of the March suicide bombing in Tel Aviv, when
the terrorist was brought into the country through
Kami by an Israeli Arab truck driver.

Bezea and lire communications revolution: Multimedia will soon

become a major business of Bezeq. said outgoing director-general

Yitzhak KauL yesterday, as he presented the company s five-year

plan. By this he meant broad-band communications dwt allowthe

quick transmission of sound, data, video, and graphics. He asked

Communications Minister Liraor Livnat for permission for Bezeq

to enter all aspects of satellite communications m their various

technologies, including broad-hand

.

committed himself to purchase additional facilities on theVvmos

communications satellite. Kaul is leaving Bezeq m Febrnmy md
joining Clal as its director-general.

Jutv

Electricity rates will rise 45 percent from Sunday, the Public

Utilities Authority - Electricity decided yesterday. Recent pnee -

rises in fuel, were the main reason. However, the regulatory body

postponed its decision on a request from Israel Electric Corporation

for a further 3.8% increase to fund pensions of former workers
DavidHams

Adtranz and Spie Batignolles TJ?. together via their Israeli

agent Adbin Ltd., gave notice yesterday of their decision to form a.

consortium to compete for the tender to construct the Tel Aviv rail

transit system. Adtranz is a Berlin-based holding company for 50

companies and Spie Batignolles TP. is a civil engineering

company of Schneider Group. David Harris

The average gross wage in Israel stood at NIS 5,040 in

September, the Central Bureau of Statistics announced yesterday. If

workers in Judea, Samaria, and Gaza are also taken into account,

the figure drops to NIS 4,990. David Harris

Deputy Housing and Construction Minister Meir Porush gave

his support yesterday to the Brodet Committee’s recommendations

on die reform of Israel’s capital markets. Speaking to members of

the Knesset Finance Committee, Porush said that, at the very least,

a secondary market for mortgages must be established. This would

enable banks to increase their funds for loans, and eventually

would lead to cheaper mortgages for prospective home-owners.
David Harris

The prices ofimports and exports fell in the third quarto-,

according to figures published yesterday by the Central Bureau of

Statistics. Import prices (excluding diamonds and fuel) fell I.l

percent, following decreases in the first two quartets of the yean

Meanwhile, a relatively low 0.4% decrease was registered in die

price ofexports. This difference between the two figures lead to a

0.7% improvement in the relative price of exports against imports.

David Harris

Egg prices rose by an average of4J5 percent this morning.
Largest size eggs will cost consumers 63 agorot, with a dozen size

3 eggs priced at NIS 4.90, the Agriculture Ministry announced
yesterday. David Harris

Katsav wants NIS 10m. allocated to market tourism: Tourism
Minister Moshe Katsav has announced that an additional NIS10
million is to be allocated to the tourism marketing budget abroad. -

Speaking at the Eilat promotion conference held this week at-the

Red Sea resort, be said that die additional sum.was to be spread—

-

over two years and, with funds contributed by the industry, to Be
used by the Israel Tourist Offices abroad. Haim Shapiro

Meridor: Low internal
revenue predictions for

‘97 are ‘relative’
UAT COLLINS

PREDICTIONS of low internal revenues for 1997 should be seen as

'

“relative," and stem from the government’s “temporary but exceptiao-
afly high" income in 1993-1994, ultimately used as the basis for the
1995 budget. Finance Minister Dan Meridor told coalition MKs yester-

Conceming the budget’s pending approval by the Knesset, Meridor
said he saw the deliberations as a test for the government because “the
budget is a tool of rule”

, ** i?
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Shares soar
as shekel weakens
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TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET
ROBERT DANIEL

202.86
+2.05%

2UM
+2.49%

TWo-SIded Index

STOCKS soared as the shekel
weakened to its lowest point
against the US dollar in six

months, improving the outlook for
exporters.

Investors also speculated that

the government might unite with
the Labor party. A national unity
government might improve the
prospects for the peace process
and reassure foreign investors
about the safety of their Middle
Eastern investments.

The market indexes were led by
Bezeq, which leaped 7.5 percent
on speculation that Cable &
Wireless Pic of Britain would
boost its 10.02% holding in the
telecommunications company.
“The devaluation had a lot to do

with it,” said Ron Weisberg, trader

of Israel Brokerage and
Investments in Tel Aviv.

“The dollar is going very strong
across the board."

Maof Indax

The chemical companies - Israel

Chemicals, Dead Sea Works,
Makhteshim, Agan and Bromine -

rely strongly on exports, and all

advanced as the shekel weakened
to 3.292 to the US.doIlar from

3.273 yesterday. That's the weak-
est since May 31, when the shekel

was at 3.301.

The Maof index jumped 2.49%
to 214.04. while the Two-sided
Index jumped 2.05% to 202.86.

Koor was the most active issue,

rising 0.25% on more than NIS 16

million of shares traded. Exporters

have been calling for a devalua-
tion because a weaker shekel

makes their products cheaper for

overseas buyers. They also pay
costs and salaries - which often

are linked to the inflation rate - in

weaker local currency and earn

revenue in stronger dollars.

(Bloomberg)

German shares hit 4th record

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP
LONDON (Reuter) — German
shares stormed to their fourth
record close in a row yesterday as
a buoyant dollar boosted bond
markets and French equities with-
in sight of their historic high.

British stocks also overcame
some of their interest rate jitters to

recoup Monday’s fall, aided by
Wall Street's positive start and
strong debt markets.

Germany’s 30-share DAX index

stormed to a fresh trading peak at

the start of business and closed at

its fourth closing record, up 2838
points, or nearly one percent, at

2,886.98.

The dollar was the major sup-
port, but equines gained also from
die record strength of German
government bonds.
“Everybody who was in the

market is happy and everybody
else is being forced to pile in,"

said one trader.

Dow drops on late profit-taking

NEWYORK (Reuter) - Blue-chip

stocks tumbled yesterday as late

profit-taking overwhelmed an

early attempt to extend the rally.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age sank 79.01 points to 6,442.69.

according to early, unofficial fig-

ures. The decline accelerated,,ip

late- trading—as- computer-driven

program selling kicked in. In die

broader market, advances led

declines by a 13-12 margin on
heavy volume of about 519 mil-

lion shares on tbe New York Stock

Exchange. The Nasdaq composite

index looked ready to set its sev-
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BEN-YAIR
(Continued from Page 1)

man Sbanl Yahaiom (National

Religious Party) also said Ben-
Yair “started his tenure as a polit-

ical attorney-general, by declar-

ing the Council of Jewish
Communities in Judea, Samaria,

and Gaza to be a seditious body.”

but added that be thought tbe

attorney-general had been non-

political after this initial mistake.

Justice Minister Tzabi Hanegbi
maintained a strict neutrality, say-

ing only that he was sorry to see

Ben-Yair go.

The one real expression of

regret from the coalition came

from Finance Minister Dan

Meridon “I think he was a good

attorney-general, who coped

under conditions which were not

easy." he said. “I wish him well in

whatever be does next, and I hope

that we will find an artomey-gen-

eral with the value system, legal

ability, and stature to continue the

tradition of past Israeli attorney-

generals. This is one of the most

important positions for tbe preser-

vation of tile rule of law."

The opposition, in contrast, was

dismayed by Ben-Yair’s sadden

resignation, and rejected tbe idea

he bad been partisan.

“I never felt [Ben-Yair] had a

parrisan way of thinking. I think

he did his best, and in most cases

be succeeded, in being objective,

said former law committee chair-

man Dedi Zucker (Meretz),

aHHhig that he was “very worried"

about who the Likud would

choose as Ben-Yair’s replace-

ment.
. „ , . .

.

Meretz leader Yossi Sand said

Ben-Yair’s resignation was

“another blow to the rule of law in

Israel, which has absorbed many

fierce blows since the change in

governments." Sand said he also

feared the government would
appoint a yes-man in place of

Ben-Yair. whom he described as

“wise and independent."

Labor faction chairman

Ra’anan Cohen submitted an

urgent motion for the agenda op
Ben-Yair’s departure, saying it

undermines Israeli democracy

and raises the suspicion that he

bad been forced oul

DONUTS
(Continued from Page 1)

meet with Habad representatives

and IDF chief rabbi to finalize

arrangements, but for now. Habad

will be able to approach the

camps and drop die donuts off for

distribution by soldiers inside.

The IDF and Defense Ministry in

coordination with the chief of

•staff and chiefrabbi will decide at

precisely what point Habad will

have to hand the donuts over.

Mordechai said the arrangement

will be in accordance with his

policy to keep the IDF out of

political arguments.

He called on other bodies which

want to give out donuts and can-

dies to soldiers to coordinate their

distribution according to the poli-

cy.
.

It will take a Hanukka miracle

to finalize all the details before

the start of die holiday unless the

Foreign Affairs and Defense

Committee holds an emergency

session on the subject-

NETANYAHU
(Continued from Page 1)

expansion of Jewish settlements

in the West Bank, and said the

onus was on Palestinian leaders to

renegotiate IDF withdrawal from

Hebron.

Minutes before addressing lead-

era of 54 nations, Netanyahu

accused Palestinian leaders of

stalling on troop withdrawal talks

in hope that international pressure

would be exerted on Israel at the

Lisbon summit.

Such pressure “has not materi-

alized." Netanyahu said. He
described his bilateral talks with

leaders here as “very, very friend-

unusually so."ly-

He advocated further expansion

of settlements in the West Bank,

although he said his government

has made no decision on whether

new settlements should be creat-

ed.
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Newcastle
advances in
UEFA Cup

Raptors stun Rockets

NEWCASTLE (AP) - Colombian
striker Faustino Asprilla scored

twice in the last nine minutes to

put Newcastle into the last eight of
the UEFA Cup after a 2-0 victory

over French club Metz last night.

The goals gave Newcastle a 3-1

overall triumph after Metz had

missed several clear chances.

Asprilla wound up being carried

off the field wife a hamstring

injury and also earned a yellow

card for over-celebrating his Erst

goal and feat means fee

Colombian missed the quarterfi-

nal.

Newcastle joins Broendby, Inter

Milan. Monaco. Tenerife,

Valencia, Schalke and Anderlecht

in fee quarterfinal.

Broendby produced an amazing
turnaround, wiping out
Karlsruhe’s 3-1 victory Denmark
to win 5-0 in Germany and reach

the last eight.

Results o! UEFA Cup thfcd round, second lea
soccer matches yesterday:
Newcastle 2, Metz 0 (hafftime 0-0)
Scorer. Faustino Asprilla 80. 82

Newcastle wins 3-1 on aggregate

Karlsruhe o. Brumby 5 (0-2)
Scorers: Ruben Bagger 41. Dan Eggen 43.
Wm VUtort 59. PeSrMoBter 74. 81.

Broncflw wins 83 on
Seriate 2. Club Brugge 0 (1
Scorers: Martin Max (8). Yourl Mulder (80)

Schafce wins 3-2 cm aggregate
SesSdas 2. Valencia 2 (2-2)

Scorers Saaktas - Serdar Topraktftpe (IS).

Oiasy DereSoglu {45 pen); Valencia - CJaudo
Lopez (24), Goran Vlaowte (44)

Valencia win* 5-3 on aggregate
Anderteda i, HeteJngtxwg 0 (Ch5)

Scorer Johan waiam (68)

Anderlecht wtos 1-0 on aggregate

TORONTO (AP) - The Houston
Rockets, playing without Hakeem
Olajuwon, had their nine-game
winning streak stopped by fee

Toronto Raptors 100-89 Monday
night.

Damon Stoudaraire had 27
points and 11 assists for fee
Raptors.

Earlier in fee day, Olajuwon left

a Houston hospital after being
treated for fee second time in less

than two weeks for an inregular

heartbeat. The problem is not con-
sidered career-threatening, but his

return to fee Rockets has not been
set.

Charles Barkley had 30 points

and 12 .rebounds for fee Rodrets,

who are now 15-2.

Mavericks 108, Magic 102
Visiting Dallas rallied from a nine-

point deficit in the last 2:23 of regula-

tion, then got seven points in overtime
from Oliver Miller to beat Orlando.

Miller's dunk at the buzzer rapped
an 11-2 run that forced the extra peri-

od. The backup center, who spurned

an offer to sign with the Magic during
the preseason, made all three of his

shots in overtime and finished 6-fbr-6
with 1 3 points.

jazz 107, Hornets 97
John Stockton had 22 points and 16

assists as host Utah won its life
straight game.
Kari Malone added 20 points and 1

1

rebounds for the Jazz.

MONDAY'S NBA RESULTS:
Toronto 100, Houston 89
Dallas 108, Orlando 102
Utah 107, Charlotte 97

NBA Team Statistics
(Through December 1)

60. Pablo Paz 74

Sanchez 82.
Felipe 5. Juanete 45,

Tenerife wins 4-2 on aggregate
Hamburg o, Monaco 2 (0-0)

Scorers: vtoor Ikpeba 62.AG BamaWa88 pen
Monaco wins S3 on aggregate

BoavistaO, imamazionate Mtan2 (0-1)

Scorers: Yourr DJwkaeff 12 penalty. Pare bice

66.
tnterwln 7-1 on aggregate

Team Offense
Houston
Chicago
Seattle

Golden State
Utah
New York
LA Lakers
Portland
MSwautee
Philadelphia
Washington
Boston
New Jersey

Wame returns to his

best as West Indies

crumbles
SYDNEY (Reuter) - Wrist spin-

ner Shane Wame returned to his

customary match-winning role as

Australia thrashed West Indies by
124 runs in the second cricketTest

on Monday to take a stranglehold

on the five-Test series.

Wame dispelled any lingering

doubts about his rehabilitation

from finger surgery seven months
ago by taking four for 95 in 27.4

overs at the Sydney Cricket

Ground.
But there was despondancy in

the West Indies' camp after a per-

formance described by captain

Courtney Walsh as “not looking
professional”.

“We are playing second fiddle.

We are not looking as a profes-

sional unit and we are making

quite a few errors in the field,”

Walsh said.

“(It is) probably a lade of con-

centration or lack of commitment
or a combination of both. All die

guys are trying but it’s just not

toroetgngj6»i^i&^ he said.;;-

target of 340,' the tourists stumbled

to 215 all out in 69.4 overs on the

fifth and final day in a virtual

repeat of their equally heavy
defeat in the first Test in Brisbane

last week.
Both Walsh and his Australian

counterpart Mark Taylor said

Wame turned the match by bowl-

ing Shivnarine Chanderpaul for 71

with a superb delivery just before

lunch.

Chanderpaul was lured into an
attempted cut shot by a ball pitch-

ing three to four feet (one metre)

outside his off stump only to see it

spin back sharply and shatter his

stumps.

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rates

include VATi
Single Weekday- NIS 128.70 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
1267
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 19.89.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 29250 tar 10 words
gtirrimum),each additional word - NIS

WEEK RA7E 16 insertions) - NIS 409.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 4095.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 tor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.65. •

MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 994.50
tar 10 words (mWmurn), each eddrdonai
word - NIS 99.45.
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday 4 pjn. on

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

02
5315611° rra enquiries please call

DWELLINGS
General

HOUDAY RENTALS
TIBERIAS CLUB HOTEL, sleeps rive,
one week between now and December
22. TeL 02-566-0443. 052-830-785.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and tang lam rentals.

Bed and breakfast,
P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044.
TeL 02-6611745, Fsnc 02-581-3541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOUDAY RENTALS
HOLIDAY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
and rooms for short periods, throughout
Jerusalem, low prices. Sheal Informa-
tion service for fiats and rooms. 21 tang
George St.. Jerusalem. Tel. 02-625-
6919. Fax: 02-625-7205.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cerv
tar - Double or large family rooms, prtv.

bathroom, T.V/Tel, quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

“Shane can change a game wife

a single ball and that is what hap-

pened here,” said Taylor, whose
side will retain the Frank Worrell

trophy wife a draw in the third

Test in Melbourne, starting on
December 26.

Wame, who struggled for form

m fee firstTest, has now taken 218
wickets in 46 tests, malting him
fee sixth highest wicket-taker in

Test history for Australia.

Wame had recovered 85 to 90
percent of his form and physical

fitness after his lengthy lay-off,

Taylor said.

West Indies started the day on
27 for no wicket but quickly

crumbled to 35 for three before

lunch.

Although Chanderpaul delayed

fee outcome, fee task of saving the
game proved beyond them as they

lost their last seven wickets for 63

runs.

Australia 331 and 3J2 for four declared
anwbf rmnnTH nillml hurt)

West Indies first Innings 304
West tncHes second innings
(overnight 27 tar no wicket)
S.Campbefl r

Miami
Charlotte
Denver
Phoenbc
Taranto
Detroit

Minnesota
Indiana
LA. Clippers
Sacramento
Oriando
Cleveland
Atlanta

San Antonio
Vancouver

Scoring
Jordan, ChL
Malone, Utah

Q Pts
i£f

Team Defense G PB
16 1676 Cleveland 14 1149
16 1657 103.6 Atlanta 16 1360 86.0

IB 1835 101.9 Detroit 15 1277 65.1

16 1607 1004 Chicago
Oriando

16 1400 875
14 1397 99.8 12 1057 88.1

14 1361 972 Miami 16 1431 89.4
18 1737 96.5 Indiana 13 1180 905
17 1640 965 Utah 14 1284 91.7

15 1441 96.1 Portland 17 1560 915
15 1437 95.8 LA-C&ppefS 16 1460 93.1

15 1428 95.2 San Antonio 15 1400 935
14 1326 94,7 Minnesota 15 1401 93A
12 1131 943 MRwaukee 15 1404 935
14 1316 94.0 Chariotte 14 1313 93-8
16 1504 94.0 New York 14 1315 935
14 1311 93.6 LA. Latere 18 1691 935
17 1586 933 Seattle 18 1707 945
15 1397 93.1 Houston 16 1534 955
14 1292 923 Washington 15 1443 965
15 1382 92.1 Toronto 14 1348 985
15 1358 912 Vancouver 17 1649 97.0
13 1185 912 Philadelphia 15 1474 985
16 1448 903 Denver 17 1675 985
17 1533 902 DaOaa 14 1392 99.4

12 1072 693 New Jersey 12 1195 99.6
14 1234 88.1 Sacramento 17 16B4 99.6
18 1385 963 Boston 14 1416 101.1

15 1294 86J3 Phoenix 15 1523 1015
17 1453 855 Golden State

NBA Leaders

16 1671 104.4

G
16
14

, Hou. 13 127
LAL 18 189
I, GlS. 16 125

a. Sea.
1

18 147
Gugliotta. Min. 15 115
Iverson, Phfl 12 88
Ewing. N.Y. 14 110
Robinson, ML 15 124
Stoudamte. Tor. 13 97
Payton. Sea. 18 148

Field Goal Percentage
O'Neal. LAL
Muffin, G.S.
WaBace. Port.

HtTLCtev.
Trent, Port
Gamby.Tor.
Johnson. N.Y.

Mourning, Mia.

FT Pts Avq Rebounding G Off Del Tot Ava
99 511 315 J. Wiliams. NJ. 12 89 105 194 165
89 371 265 BarMey, Hou. 15 68 171 239 155
ai 335 255 Rodman, Chi. 16 84 165 249 155
70 448 245 O’Neal, LAL 18 74 167 241 13A
ITS 397 245 Mutombo.AtL re 62 124 186 11.6

133 428 23.8 Kemp, Sea. 18 56 153 209 11.6

99 336 22.4 Malone. Utah 14 33 127 160 11.4

59 261 215 Ewing, N.Y. 14 27 128 155 11.1

83 304 21.7 GKam.Ml 15 48 113 161 10.7

57 322 215 D. Davis, Ind. 13 422 96 138 105
48 276 215
61 382 215 Assists G No. Avg.

Jackson, Den. 18 178 11.1

FG FGA Pet Stockton. Utah 14 147 105
189 315 .600 Van Exel. LAL 18 ISO 85
102 173 590 Kidd, DaL 14 121 8.6

.95 163 583 Hardaway, Mia. 16 135 8.4

65 114 570 Johhnson, SA IS 120 84
70 125 560 Payton, Sea. 18 139 7.7

58 104 558 Stoudamire. Tor. 13 99 7.6

65 117 566 Striddand Waste 15 113 75
124 22S 551 Pack. NJ. 12 64 74

WHO’S OPEN? - Saa Francisco’s QB Steve Young drops back to pass under pressure from

Atlanta’s Dan Owens daring first half play on Monday night in Atlanta. (AP)

49ers roll over Falcons 34-10

I fow McGrath
RSamiiete b Wame
BJLaia c Healy b McGrath
C-Hoopar c Taylor b Sevan
S.Chanderpau b Wame—
jjkdams c Blewett b McGrath
CLBrowm not out
I.Bishop run out.

.15

.16
_1

C-Ambrose b Sevan
ILBenjamfn c Taylor b Wame

.

.18
—3

-215

C-Wateh c McGrath b Wame
Extras Ib-2 nb-1)
Total (60.4 overs)—_ —
Fen of wickets: 1-33, 2-33, 335. 4-152,

5-157, 6-176. 7-178. 8-17B, 9-183.

Bowling: McGrath 17-7-36-3 (nb-1).

Waugh 4-0-15-0, Giflespie 7-2-27-0,

Wame 27.4-6-954. Bevan 14-2-40-2.

Result Australia won by 124 runs
Man of the match: Glenn McGrath
AustraBa lead the five-test series 2-0.

TWrd Test Mefcoume Dec. 2830
Fourth Test Adelaide Jan. 25-29

Fffth Test Perth Feb. 1-5

EASTERNCONFERENCE
AtlanticDHtteton
Wan*!'
ffewYbrk
Ortando ».
Philadelphia /

Boston. .

New Jersey .

XirnimOMaSon •'
„

3Q-V-' 1 15: - 1

v’S.i: L‘:.. .12:. 3
Cleveland • ' .'9 £T

Aflat**-. 9\ 7
Charlotte '

.. .8 7mnrnim =• - a 7
fncSana •

. 5 .- 8.

Tbnxto • •• • 5' 10

WSTERVCONFERSICE

W L Pot GB L10 Streak non* Away Conf
12 • 4 .750 - 7-3 Won 7 4-2 8-2 54
9. 5- .643 2 54 Won 1 43 52 43
8 5 . 415 2Mz 64 Loatl 54 3-1 74
7 8 M

7

.4't2 5-5 Wbn2 - 4-5 33 57.
7

'

a A87 4'ft 55 Lost2 4-& 33 53
4 10 -286 : 7 3-7 Lost 2 45 04 2-7

3 9 -550 ’
• 7 . 37 Wbnl 24 13 - 33

^aa -^ fl-i

500--2»fe 8-2.

.643 5 84
563 6 - 6-4

533 &/Z 5-5
.533 4-6

B<fz 56
9ife 3-7

.385
333

W»r3
Wbnl
Lost2
Wbnl

:

lost 1

Lostl
Wtan2
Wool

80
7-2
S-3

4-

1

52
53
34

5-

8

5-1
5-1

42
56
36
34
24
04

8-0
82
54

5-

6

6-

6
54
25
26

WdwastDtvWon W L Pc* GB IM Streak Home Away Cent East W L T Pet PF PA
' Houston . 15 2 .882 . — 9-1 LOsiT - 7-1 8-1 12-1 New England 9 4 0 .692 355 269
Utah 13 2 567 1 *H) Won 11 9-1 .

4-1 10-2 Buffalo 9 4 0 .692 267 215
Mretesote'

'

7 & -.467- 7 53 Won 2 • 5-1 37 63 Indianapofis 7 6 0 538 232 274

Dates . 5 10 ' 533 • 9 43 Worn 34 23 3-3 Mtami 6 r 0 .462 28b 268
Derate

:

5 12 294 10 2-8 Xost3 2-8 33 37 N-Y.Jets 1 12 0 .077 221 368
San Antonio 2 13 .133 12 1-9 Lost 8 1-7 13 13 Central

Vknoower 2 15 .118 13- 2-8 Lost 4 23 0-9 2-5 Pittsburgh 9 4 0 .692 299 211

Pacific Division Houston ; 6 0 538 291 254
Seattle 14 4 -77B — 82 Lostl 52 9-2 92 Jacksom&e 6 7 0 .462 283 288
LA. Liters 12 6 .687 2 7-3 Wbn2 6-2 34 83 Cmdimati b 8 0 -385 299 318
Portand

. . 10 7 588 a»6 64 Lostl .5-1 53 83 Baltimore 4 9 0 308 320 369
LACfepare
GoWen State

6 ID - 7 36 Lost 8 2-6 44 53 West
5- 11 313 a 46 Wool 33 23 23 x-Denver 12 1 0 523 351 199

Sacrsfnnto 5 12 -234 3-7 LostS 24 33 33 Kansas City 9 4 0 .692 282 230
. rnoefn 1 . 14 .067 1Vta 1-8 Lostl 13 03 03 San Diego

Oakland
/

6
6
7

0 538
0 462

277
274

323
234

Seattle
•

5 8 0 585 2S0 317

ATLANTA (AP) - San Francisco

quarterback Steve Young ran for

two touchdowns, threw for anoth-

er and piled up 254 yards passing

in less than three quarters as the

49ers rolled over fee Atlanta

Falcons 34-10 Monday nighL

Young, who has missed all or

.

parts ofeight-games because of two
concussions Erfld a troublesome—

groin stram^shewed the fcfjects'of-

neither as he ran fearlessly through

fee Falcons to give San Francisco a
25-3 lead at Halftime in Monday’s

only NFL contest

AME76CAN CONFERENCE

After Young connected on five

straight passes for 62 yards on fee

49ers’ first possession of the sec-

mid half, capped off fay a 10-yard

touchdown throw to Tory Kirby

feat made it 32-3, Elvis Gtbac

took over at quarterback.

Young completed 23 of 30 pass-

es,-including eight to Jerry Rice in

fee-first half. Kirby bad fee first

lOO-yard rushing garitefor the

49ers in nearly two years, carrying

12 times for 105 yards.

Jeff. Wilkins kicked four first-

half field goals, the last coming on

the final play of fee first half, and

fee Falcons trudged offfee field to

loud boos from fee Georgia Dome
crowd.
San Francisco (10-3) remained a

game ahead ofCarolina in theNFC
West heading into next Sunday’s

showdown against the Panthers.

The 49ers are tied wife Green Bay
for fee best record in the confer-

ence. though the Packers have the

tie-breaker advantage by virtue of

an cariy-season victory.

The 49m scored on aft six of
their first-half possessions, run-

ning up and down the field for 342
yards. San Francisco averaged a

staggering 7.4 yards per play

before the break.

The 49ers have beaten fee

Falcons in eight of their last 10

meetings by an average score of

43-13.

The Falcons-scored thearjvtijjT

. touchdown off Nagle

to TerancerMathis wife 2Utop
after Devin Bush blocked a_punt.

Mathis unleashed a night's worth
' of frustration by throwing the ball

into tire second deck.

. NATIONALCONFERENCE

Dallas

PfiSadelpba
Washington
Arizona
N.Y. Giants
Central
Green Bay
Minnesota

Tampa Bay
West
San Francisi

Carolina
SL Louis
Atlanta

W L T Pet PF PA
8 5 0 515 254 201
8 5 0 .615 303 265
8 5 0 .615 291 251
6 7 0 .462 248 332
5 8 0 585 200 250

10 3 0 .769 346 191
7 & 05388 243 245
5 8 0 .385 202 248
5 8 0 585 263 289
4 9 0 508 153 243

)10 3 0 .769 325 198
9 4 0 .892 292 184
4 9 0 508 246 334
2 11 0 .154 Z34 393
2 11 0 .154 184 291

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS RENTALS

l of city: I

and successful restaurant, goodwff,
renovated and all equipment . TAXX
TeL 02-583-1784.

SITUATIONS VACANT

OLD KATAMON, 3.5 rooms, ground
floor, fully furnished, avaBabie tang term/
Deo.
Tei. 02-563-5011. 025834897.

BBT HAKEREM. 5, heating, telephone.
well-maintained. S1200. Tel. 02-624-
0Q24(work), 02-642-1422 (home).

NAHLAOT, GUESTHOUSE, BEAUTI-
FUL, for shortflong term, 2 rooms, fully

furnished. Tab 02-625-1293.

ON SHfMONI, 4 rooms + dining room + 2
baths + basement, tor tong term. TeL 02-
567-2167.

RAMOT BET, 5 ROOMS, optional hir-

nlshed. garden, view. Tei. 03-641-9652,

REHAVIA, LUXURIOUS, SPACIOUS, 2
room apartment unfurnished, with ter-

race, view. pool, doorman, immediate.
Call EVA A\TlAD REALTY. Tel. 02-561-
8404,052601944.

N. TEL AVIV, 4 rooms, 110 boiji., fur-

nished, near sea. parking. Tel. 03-
6044094, 03-5270542.

NEW LUXURIOUS 3 room a]

wonderful sea view, S1600

,

TeL 09-9686001.

General

GENERAL

P1NSKER, 3, IMMEDIATE, elevator, air

condtioned, parking, new. Si 100. -Tei.

03-527-438.92-

SAVfON, TO RENT,
ous vflla + pooL suit
elusive DEHBOTON.

luxuri-

dr . Ex-
Tel 0^634-3358.

DANtSH / FINISH SPEAKERS WANB>
High salary! Cal MaJene at TeL 03-675-

8255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE! HK3H SALARY lor au pair,

live-ln, for childcare and cleaning. Tel.

03-524-2085.

SITUATIONS VACANT

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
HELP NEEDED FOR roiddte-aqed
woman, morning hours. TeL 09-576420.

HOUSEKEEPER, LIVE-fN + COOKING,
near Nof-Yam references. TeL 03-818-

5133 (day). 09-580-671 (evening).

NEEDED HI ENGLISH SPEAKING AU
PaW MetapefoL five - out, for two child-

ren (12 * 24 months), light housework,,
flexible hours, good conditions, refer-

ences required, Netanye Tel. 09-881-

Nat’l rugby squad draws

1 DWELLINGS Jerusalem

Sharon Area
PUHCHAbt/SALES

|

RENTALS

SALES

BEIT ZAYITI COUNTRY living, 2 beauti-

ful villas. 165 sqjn.. 150 sqjn- building

rights, 2.7 dunams, landscaped garden,
stables, panoramic views, Shiran exclu-

sive through ANGLO SAXON MEVAS-
SERET. TeL 02-5334088. 052-529725.

FOR SALE, ARNONA, penthouse. 180.
view, elevator, covered parking, no
agents. 8550,000. Tel. 03-6430884, 052-
787168.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet centraL~20
sq.m, basement garden, underground
parking. Immedtaie. VISRABUILD* Tel
02-5666571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new buDding. parkfog, balconies- Imme-
diate. ISRABUILD. Tei 02-566-6571

.

GREAT OPPORTUNITYr WOLF-
SON.5, 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

S495.000. 1SRABUILD. T«L

HAR NOF (CHAI-TAIB), 5 rooms, com-

HERZUYA PtTUAH: LONG / short term
rentals. Beach cottage, 4 bedrooms,
Okeanus budding, 2 bedroom luxury

1LTAM REAL ESTATE. TeL
511.

HERZLIYA PTTUAHl FOR rent, fufiy fur-

nbhed, 4 bedroom cottage, long lease,
Immediate entry. MORAN REAL ES-
TATE- TteL 09-957-2759.

EXPERIENCED HELP REQUIRED to
care for 2 small children in their home.
References. TeL C2-5S7-1949 (NS).

SITUATIONS VACANT

FOR SALE

THE national rugby team kept its

unbeaten record in the preliminary

round to fee 1999 Worid Cup by
drawing 9-9 wife Switzerland at

Hadar Yosef Stadium in Tel Aviv
over fee weekend. Last week host
Israel beat Austria 15-3.

On Saturday night the Israeli

team clearly had the better of a
lively, rousing game. The home
side forwards, Sbiy leadby co-cap-

tain Avital Hiasov, paved fee way
for what could have been a grand
victory if fee kickers had been on
target. Captain and fly-half Johnny
Saacks missed two penalties and
then handed over to Adrienne
Wemzigerwbo eventually succeed-
ed wife two attempts. Doron
Edelstein also kicked a penalty.

The visitors replied with three

penalties, all by fly-half Peter
Jones.

Israel's remaining two games in

fee preliminary round are against
Ukraine and Yugoslavia, both in

Europe in early May. Israel Rugby
Union executive administrator
Cyril Morris predicts the team’s
fate in tiie group will depend on
the game wife Ukraine, which has
beaten Switzerland 30-0 and
Yugoslavia 60-0. Yugoslavia,
according to Morris, is bankrupt
and at sixes and sevens.

Only the winning team' in the

group will go forward and has a
chance to be one of fee 16 coun-
tries taking part in fee Worid Cup
in Wales in 1999. Joel Gordin

Tel Aviv

CA8HI WE purchase gold, diamonds,
coins, watches, antiques. Tel. 03-510-
6769.'052-502809..

SALES

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST!! We are the best!!

The biggest and oldest agency in Israel.

For the highest quality live-in jobs
International.

MISC.

Becker, Washington, Henman
advance at Grand Slam Cup

Wimbledon final this summer.

hone Au Pair

RtNANA ARTZIT LTD.

4 DAVID RAZIEI ST., RA'ANANA

09 771 4883

Rafenana: Unique cottage, beautifully

decorated, prime location

Rabnana: Exceptional roof apartment,

beautfful view, high standard „ is â

03-

BUY, SELL OR exchange antique furni-

ture, apartment contents and liquida-
tions. TeL 03-683-1724.

PURCHASE/SALES

CAESAREA!! 7, LUXURIOUS! Swim-
ming pool, desirable neighborhood. For
quick decision. Tel. 0&363-261, 050-

1-725.

BUSINESS OFFERS
£

General

pieteiy renovated. + terrace + garden +
double
special.
TeL 02-662-8041.

GENERAL
conveniences + storage, very

"

' Multi-line,
doub
special, exclusive to T.K.M.

PISGAT 2E*EV, NEW -Build your own
home:1 area, luxurious villa. 9. Imme-
diate. Tel. 02-S854742. 050-248133.

$10,000 + /MONTH, wttWn 3 -

6

months
tar experienced motivated bilingual peo-
ile. Network marketing / direct sales,

contacts higher potential. TeL
Tel.fi"08-945-6579 / 68)

03-5653824 axL 93549.
949-1397. Tel.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tar the Au Palis. Can
Hflma Tel. 03-9659937.

GOOD CONDITIONS, HIGH salary, for
five-in/out, for 1 girt. TeL 03-560-9531.

HOUSEKEEPER, LIVE-IN, PREFER
dedicated & English/Hebrew/Poitsh. TeL
03-534-9444 (h), 03575-5755 <w).

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
au pair, five-in. Central Tel Aviv, S75D +
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. TeL 03-620-
1195, 052452-002. .

OFFICE STAFF
ENGLISH TYPIST FOR lawyer's office.
Part-time, afternoons. Tel. 03-6853071
(Mr. Doran).

PART-TIME, 81IGLJSH MOTHER
13:00 - 17:00, plus Q-TexL tel. 03-7
641.

Jerusalem

FOR SALE
COLLECTION OF GOVERNMENT coins
& medals. Tel. (02) 625-1070, (02)
6253040.

VEHICLES
General

PASSPORT
TOYOTA CELICA CABRIOLET, 92,
whfle, automatic, d3„ stereo, oteh to olah
only. TeL 050-243-816.

MUNICH (AP) - No match is

likely to cany fee significance ofa
Wimbledon final, not even when
it’s part of fee richest tennis tour-

nament in fee worid. That mutfe

was clear to MaliVai Washington.

Still, Washington wanted a bit of
revenge against Richard Krajicek.

It’s improbable feat Washington
ever thought it would be such a
piece of cake.

The American scored a lopsided

6-1, 6-2 victory yesterday at the

$6 million Grand Slam Cap
against fee man who beat him in

three straight sets in fee

The 46-minute match was fee

shortest in the seven-year history

of die Grand Slam Cup, and for
each minute on the court, Krajicek
made $7,600.
The first two matches of the day

also were quick affairs.

Tim Henman beat Michael Stich
6-3, 6-3 and Boris Becker defeated
Jason Stoltenberg 6-3, 6-2. Becker
won the last three games of the first

set and the last four in fee second.
Jim Courier advanced to die last

eight by beating Marc Rosset 7-5,

6-2.

NHLSCOREBOARD
VEHICLES
Jerusalem

TeL
rtctustve through YQEl
02-532-1159 (Mafdan).

BUSINESS OFFERS
Jerusalem

BUS. PREMISES

TUTORS
ENGLISH TUTOR WANTED, once &
week -4- dally phone calls. TeL D3-6D5-
0190 (Dafia).

UNRESTRICTED
ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, seflina leasing, trading.
TeL 02-6523735, 050-340977

SELLING? BUYING? "INSTANT CASH*.
Any car. Huge inventory- Bargains. Ben-,
nett. 'feL 02-993-1493, 050-31§715.

MONDAY’S NHL RESULTS: No
EASTBtN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Dtriskm
W L T Pte GF GA
16 3 6 38 79 48
14 12 1 29 74 74
13 11 1 27 69 64
12 '10 1 25 57 60
10 .13 4 24 90 60
6 10 8 20 60 67
7 14 2 16 66 77

Northeast PMaton
.13 .11.-1 27 -71 Q9
11 .7 6 -.27 69 70

. 10 13.4 24 S3 99
9 10 4 22 68 77

Ottawa 7 10 8 20 60 88
Pittsburgh B 13 2 18 73 85

Florida
PfGadetphia
Washington
New Jersey
N.Y. Rangers
N.Y. islanders
Tampa Bay .

Buffalo
« - -f |naiTOfo
Montreal

games scheduled

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central DivisionW L T PttGF GA

16 6 1 33 73 58
14 9 3 31 77 51Detroit

Chicago
SL Louis
Toronto
Phoenix

Colorado
Edmonton
Vancouver
Los Angetes

S?53U
Anaheim

12 12 3 27 71 07
13 12 0 26 78 76
10 15 0 20 74 89
8 12 4 20 57 70

Pacific Division

.
IS 6 4 . 36 S5 56« T3 1 27 94 86
13 11 0 2B 75 75
10- 12 3 23 67 80
10 14 2 22 63 72
9 13 4 22 67 88
8 14 4 20 70 85

*
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

AMERICAN pianist extraordinaire Munay
Perahia returns to play with the Israd
Philharmonic Orchestra. On the oropram k
M<
^"’l:

4th (K491) Piano Conce^^eU
as TOO shorter and relatively unknown pieces
by Schumann, the Introduction and Allegro
Appassionato and the Concerto Allegro with
Introduction, none of which has been per-
formed by Uk IPO before. Michael StenTin
ms IPO debut, conducts Tchaikovsky’s
Francesca da Rimini and the Meditation and

;

Afcngeance Dance from Barber’s Medea At
tite Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv Saturday
Sunday and next Tuesday and Thursday with
one performance at the Haifa Auditorium
December 14(8:30.1.

'

*71
‘

'3ft

HI

URI Mayer leads his Israel Sinfonietta
Beersheba m Elgar’s Serenade for Strings,
Ravel's Ma Mire I’Oye and Stravinsky’s
Dumbarton Oaks, while Sinfonietta members
Yaron Prensky and Gregory Yanovsky are the
soloists in the Brahms Double Concerto.
Tonight in Ashkelon; Saturday and next
Monday and Tuesday in Beersheba (8:30).

ETTAN Globerson, assistant conductor of the
Haifa Symphony Orchestra, conducts Ravel’s
Le Tombeau de Couperin and Schubert's Fifth
Symphony, and Russian pianist Boris
Pertrushansky plays Rachmaninov’s Third
Piano Concerto. Tonight and tomorrow at the
Haifa Auditorium (8:30).

Murray Perahia plays Mozart and Schumann
with the IPO.

FILM

audiences: parental guidance recommended for

very young children.)

Addma Hoffman TELEVISION* JAMES AND THE GIANT PEACH -
What makes this Walt Disney film so deeply sat-

isfying isn't just the faithful transfer ro the screen
of die plot of Roald Dahl's book - about a lonely

boy who sets off on an adventure inside an enor-

mous piece of fruit, accompanied by a group of
overgrown garden bugs - but the careful attention

that director Henry Selick, conceptual designer
Lane Smith and a talented team of animators have
paid to maintaining the novel's textures.

By using both live-action sequences and stop-

action animation, the filmmakers are able to create

a richly tactile world of wood and wool and pink-

ish peach fuzz.

And far from being a soulless bit of technical

wizardry, James is a wonderfully balanced work,

one that uses mechanical sophistication to articu-

late complex feelings, and not just because it can.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. General

David Isaacson

THE directors of voyeuristic movies sometimes

justify their prurience by claiming that their work
is about voyeurism (preferably that of a gullible

audience). But when Bernardo Bertolucci defend-

ed Last Tango in Paris (tonight on Channel 2 at

12:32} against chatges of obscenity, he could sin-

cerely state that Last Tango is not a sex movie but

a movie about sex. Paul (a widower of 45 played

by Marlon Brando) tries to have a strictly carnal

affair with the teenage Jeanne (Maria Schneider).

Yet ultimately, for all his cynicism, he cannot help

but faD in love. Last Tango is not to everyone’s

taste - it is an “art film" - but some consider it the

apotheosis of Marlon Brando. And cineastes

should appreciate Vittorio Storraro's cinematogra-

phy, Gato Baibieri’s sound track, and a wonderful

send-up of the earnest - to say nothing of

voyeuristic - Francois Truffaut

X) »\

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Robs the crippled—there’s

no advantage in this (4,4)

5 Lousy actor, gets this from

critics? (6)

9 Find divorces problematic

fS)

10 Nelson's captain accepting

money? Not likely (6)

12 Opposed to a poem (6)

13 Benevolence created by

careful testator (S)

15 Discarded part of coffee

estate (7)

16 The ordinary people of one

state (4)

20 Be up against a word of

caution (4)

21 Head shaved, and hands

trimmed (7)

25 Danube is flowing, just (8)

26 Satisfy Poet Laureate with

no difficulty (6)

28 Last year’s winner is in

hospital, not so young (6)

29 Tell solicitor to go
away

—

this is the crouch

(5-3)

30 Task for another Noah, in

Nottinghamshire? (6)

7 Angry girl confused about
a song 18)

31 As defier ofthe Conqueror,
rise (8)he takes the prize (8)

aide

DOWN
1 Crazy plan
entertained (6)

2 Get request in for seal (6)

3 List of explanations from

Gary when admitting
defeat (8)

4 Assemble fitting (4)

6 Notices about war medals

(6 )

8 Solitary Cavalier that
supports king (8)

11 Mean to give information

(3-4)

14 Only a small proportion
have mercy (7)

17 Monk breaks china cup (8)

18 Trimming of ermine
underneath? (8)

19 Force through a lot of
nonsense, on the nod (8)

22 Throw oneself headlong
into series ofjobs (6)

23 Temple of deify ringed by
parking motorists (6)

24 Let tender out (6)

27 You once were a little

down-at-heel (4)

SOLUTIONS

QaaaaaDao a a a
a a assnoa

Hnsanasna n a g
s a a a nsaaGin

aasnaaasa s gj„g
a a 0 saaaaa

a 0 c esq s n n
annanma nossaos
a m m man a a a
qqsbsq a a 0

snaaflaeaQ
anaasa a a a Q

raa a oaaossa
saamssi a a eh
In a a aagaoanoa

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Navvy, 4 Gjiter, 8

Regular, 10 Realm, 11 Ally. 12

Distend, 19 Sea, 14 Sava, 16 Onyx,

18 Wan. 20 Impam, 81 1Echo, 24

Throb, 25 Reproof. 26 Relief 27

Swear.

DOWN: 1 Normal, 2 Vigil. 2 Yelp, S

AbraaiOD, 6 Trashy, 7 Remedy, 8

Trade, 13 Sensible, IS Apparel. 17

Victor. 18 Weary, 18 Confer. 22

Close, 29 Opus-

TELEVISION

1 CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise

Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

I EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Evolutionary Trends 8:30 On
Second Thought 9:00 Social Studies

9:30 Candy Can Do I: 9:45 Programs

for children 10:15 A Century cl Zionism

11:15 Geography 11:40 Judaism 12:05

Music 1135 Science and Technology

13:00 The Onedin Lina 14:00 Surprise

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Expectorating (8)

7 Likeness (5)

8 Rubbing musdes
(9)

9 Limit (3)*

10 Solo opera song (4)

ULog(6)
13 Reparation (6)

14 On the wing (6)

3.7 Nearly (6)

18 Heroic poem (4)

20 Catch (3)

22 Silent (9)

23 Attack (5)

24 String players (8)

DOWN
X Brazilian dance

(5)

2 Stimulate (7)

3Hard wood (4)

4 Loud sounds (6)

5 Unclothed (5)

6Narrow moulding
(7)

7 Dishonourable 17)

12 Resolute (7)

13 Desert (7)

15 Influence deeply

(7)

16 Be ambitious (6)

17 Maltreat (5)

19 Wooden barrels

(5)

21 Monk's room (4)

*.r i

Train 14:25 Kitty Cal and Tamm/ 14:45

1 GMi 15:00 AnimalsGaya, Gal and

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Tinytown Tales 15:50 The
Adventures of Dodo 16:00 The
Mysterious Island 16-J25 Zap to Gimme)
- joint broadcast with Reshe: Gimmel
16:55 Zap to Zionism 16:59 A New
Evening 17:34 Zappy Culture - live pro-

gram on culture tor yculh 18:15 News
in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
1630 Family Matters 1600 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 News Hash 19:31 Champs 20:00

News 20:45 Coherence Call - iaiK

show with Nissim Mishal 21:25 On
Dangerous Ground - pad 4 22:10 No
Man's Land - media magazine 23:00

Keeping Up Appearances 23:30 News
00:00 Verse of the Day

I
CHANNEL

2

13K)0 Top Cal 13:30 Scoobydoo 14:00

Echo Point 14:30 Tic Tac - quiz show
15:00 Beethoven - animated senes
15:30 Dave’s World 16:00 The Bold and

the Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with

Rafi Reshef 17:30 SporTV - spar, mag-
18:55azine for youth 18:00 Senora

Changes 20:00 News 20:30 Wheel of

Fortune 21:05 Lite According to Laszto
- comedy series leaiuring Hanna
Laszlo 21:35 Falai Money 22:37 The
Italians Are Coming (Hebrew. 1996) -

the story of two Israelis and an Italian,

members of the fictional Kibbutz Grval

Hahamisha's water-pclo team. With

Franco Nero, Asher Tzarfati and Vena
'Elian. Directed by Eyai Hailon (HD
mins.) 00:00 News 00:05 The Italians

Are Coming - continued 00:32 Last

Tango in Paris (1973) - a middle-aged

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS28.08 per line,

including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ol the

Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.nn. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23. 26, 28. For info, call

88281

9

HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. Tel.

02-416333.02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Following the

Shock: Graffiti in Yitzhak Habin
Square; Ten years to the Ministry of

education Prize in Plastic Arts.

Portraits: By a aroup of Israeli artists;

Virtual Reality The domestic and
realistic in contemporary Israeli an;.

Face to Face: Didactic Exhibition.

New acquisition: Two Tiffany Stained

Glass Windows. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. Shksmo Berv-David

and Amon BervDavid, New works.

Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Tue. 10 am.-IO p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2

p.m. Meyerhoff Art Education
Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

374253.

Tel

American and 3 French g:rf have an
ahair. At the time ef ns re'-ease. Las:

Tango was highly controverta1 due to

the nucty and sex scenes, Wen Marion

Brando and Maria Schneider. Directed

by Bernardo Bertolucci. (123 mins.)

2:42 Gillette World Sport Special 3:10

Blue Sky 3:35 Nine to rue 4:00 On me
Edoe ol the Shelf

I JORDAN TV

14:05 The Muppet Shew 14:30 Circus

15:00 French Programs 16:00 =ann
Revealed 16:30 Slizzard Island 17:00

News Hash 17:01 The Adventures and

KeHy 18:00 French programs 19:30
News headlines 19:35 TheThe Four
Seasons 20:01 Superstara cf Action

20:30 Challenges 21:10 NBA
Basketball 22:00 News in English 22:25

Sues 23:15 Hart to Hart 00:00 Who'S
the Boss?

MIDDLE EAST TV

motogyl-
I Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana

7:00 Quantum Shopping 8:00 TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Club 15:00 Larry Kmg
16:00 The A-Team 16:55 Family

Challenge 17:45 Family Matters 18:10
Saved by the Bel! 18:35 Day and Da:e

19:30 World News Tonight 20:00
Coach 20:25 Dave's World 20:50 Bob
Newhan 21:15 Face on a Milk Carton -

feature Sim 23:00 CNN 00:00 TV Shop
2:00 Quantum Shopping 3:00 TV Shop

m/ 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 16:30 Things Which
Can't Be Sold 17:15 Discussion in

Arabic 18:00 Amcres 19:00 News in

Arabic 19:30 Dccumemary in Russian

20:00 News 20:30 Basketball: Hapoel

Jerusalem vs Nicosia - !we 22:00 Level

42 23:00 Ric Nichts

ETV 2 (23)

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad
Harutzlm, 673-1475; Balsam. SaJah e-Din,

627-2315: Shualat. Shuafal Road. 581-

0108; Dar Aidawa. Herod’s Gate. 628-

2058.
Tel Avtv: Pharma Dal Jabotinsky, 125 ibn

Gvtrol, 546-2040: BrtuL 28 King George.

528-3731. T3I 3 aun. Thursday: Pharma
Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn GSvirol. 545-2D40.

HI midnight: Superpbarm Ramai Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore

Superpharm. 4 Shan! Hamelech. 696-

0115.
Ra'aruma-Klar Sava: Hasharon. 55

Derech Ramatayim, Hod Hasharon.

406781.
Netanya: Rala-EI, 14 Stamper. 331107.

Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada, 862-2289.

Krayot area: Hannan, 4 Sinrtat Modi'm.

Kiryat Motzkm. 870-7770/3.

Herzflya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merirazim. 6

MasWl fenr. Sderol HagaKml. Herztiya

Pituah. 556472. 556407. Open 9 a m. to

midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair

Mall. 570468. Open 9 ajn. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem (inter-

nal. obstetrics, ENT); Hadassah Mt.

Scopus (surgery, orthopedics); Bikur

Hofim (pediatrics); Shaare Zedek (ophthal-

15:30 Wander Years 16:00 A Century at

Zionism - with Russian subtitles 17:00

Homeland 17:35 Phenomenal World

18:00 Welcome to France 18:30 Family

Relations 19:00 Evolutional Trends

15:30 Feint of View 20:00 A New
Evening, with Russian subtitles 20:30
Basic Arabic 21:00 S:ar Trek - The
Nest Generation 21:45 Pep Songs
22:00 Zombit 22:30 Synocoation 23:30

The Jews of North Africa in trie era of

colonialism

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters frpt) 9:00 One Life to Live

<rpt) 9:45 The Young and the Restless

(rptj 10:30 Days ol Our Lr/es (rpi| 11 :20

Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors (rpt)

12:35 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starting at 1:30
14:10 Burke's Law 15:00 Sisters 15:50

Days of Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors

17:10 Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless

19:30 Local broadcast 20:00 Peria

Neqra 20:50 Melrose Place 21:40Jegra 20:;

Seduced By Madness, part 3 22:30 Silk

Stalkings 2!k2D The Larry Sanders Show
23:45 Law and Order 00:30 Silk

Stalkings 1:20 North of 60

I MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Triumph of the Heart (1990) (rpt)

13:05 Beat the Devil (1954) -

Humphrey Bogart in John Huston's

satire (rpt) 14:40 Ad Madness 15:10 To
Forgei Palermo (1990) (rpt) 16:55

ittliiBattling for Baby (1991) - comedy
• about two friends Who became enemies
and now that they have a granddaugh-
ter m common, must learn to gst -along-

again.. With Debbie Reynolds and
.
Courtney Cox (89 mins.) 18:25 Special

Report on The Glimmer Mart starring

Steven Seage! 18:50 Vanished Without

a Trace (1992) - true story of three

bored boys who decide to commit the

perfect crime: kidnapping a school bus
tor ransom (89 mins.) 20:25 Hard
Evidence (1994) (rpt) 22:00 Spree

(1996) - a woman on the run from her

husband commits robberies in the

attempt to survive. When she is caught

the children return to her husband and
she sets out to take revenge on her

husband (85 mins.) 23:30 Naked
(1993) - a charming and charismatic

vagabond on an odyssey of urban lone-

liness (rpt) 1:45 Fatal Woman it 990) (rpt)

3:20 Backbea! (1993) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 9:00 Coure Marco 9:45

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE War Games 5 *
Drlwn^MIss Daisy 7 + Nashville 9:30

G.GL GIL Jerusalem Mall (Maiha)

6788448 Fled*Gllmmer Man•Two
MuchftThe Substitute*Dragon heart
4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * The Nutty Prof

PeeSatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100

FIRE 102

FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies tSal 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(Enrfish) in most parts of the country In

addition: __
Ashdod" 8551333 War Sava' 902222

Ashkelon 6551332 nahanyB" 9917333

£*rS>- 6274767
, .

.

Bek Shemrah 6523133 Petah T*va- a»m .

.

Dan Region
- 5793333 Refwvot 9*5

BlaT 6332-W4 Rishon' 964233o

Haifa* 8512233 Sated 928333

Jenrsdem* S23133 Tel Axw* 5*60111

Karrter 9985444 Tiberias
- 792444

* Mobile Intensive Caie Uni (MICU) service m the

area, around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (In English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, £4 hoiffs

a day, for information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional Fust AkJ. 1201
,
also:

Jerusalem 551*0303, Tel Aviv 546-111;

(children/youth 806-1113). Haira 86<-

WM I, Beersheba 649-4333, Neenya
862-5110. Karmiel 988-8770, War Sava

767-4555, Hadera 346789.

Wlzo hotlines for battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-546-1133 fateo in Russian).

07-637-6310. 08-855-0506 (also in

Amharic)- , , . -

Rape Crisis Center (£4 hours). Te( Av«

5254619, 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem

625-5558, Halts 853-0533, Eilat 633-

1977.
, ,

Hadassah Medical OrgantoOon - Israel

Cancer Association support service pz-

624-7676).

Pink Panther Show iQ:2o Thr^
Aoventures ol Pete and n-oj
Hangm' with Mr. Cooper 11:30 Lillie
University 12:00 Shesh-Tus 12-30
Hugo 13:00 Surprise Garden 13-15
Avenger Penguins 13:40 Slinky Bill

14:05 Simba the Lon King 14:30 Ccure
Marco 15:00 The Center q* Xhmas
15:15 Fhnk Panther Show 15:35 Trw
Center ol Things 15:50 Mirror. Mirror
16:15 The Center ol Things 16-35
Welcome Freshmen 17:00 Little

University - inventors 17:35 Shesh-Tus
18:00 Hugo 18:30 Loony Toons 18:40
Popcomia 19:05 Tasmania 1S:3o i^i
and Friends - children’s ;a(K 3n0,v
20:15 Rocko's Modem Lie and R&r. &
Stimpy 20:25 Marneo with Children
20:45 Roseanne 21:10 Lois and Clark

I
SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Love in Germany (French. t&84j
- love story set in WWii. A German
shopkeeper whose husband is flghiing

on the front becomes invoked with a
younger Polish POV/. Wim Hanna
Schygulla. Directed by Andrzej Wajda.
(102 mins.) 00:00 Ducles Hcras
(Spanish, 1981) - a playwright holds
rehearsals lor his new play in which he
examines what motivated his mother to

commit suicide. The trim moves
between reality and imagination (102
mins.)

i DISCOVERY (8)

Jfessor

4:45,7:15 * MulholOnd Falls B:4S *
A Time to Kill 430.7:15. 10 * Jjfd*
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 JERUSALEM THE-
ATER 20 Marcus St. » 5610011 The
Brothers McMullen 7. 9:30 * For the
Record 7, 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7 «
5792799 Credit Card Reservations «*

5794477 Rav-Mecher Building. 19
Ha'oman SL, TalpntJaeMTha Quest 5,

7:30. 9:45 * Last Man
Standing•Courage Under FlreSThe
Truth Abouth Cats And Dogs*Spitflre
Grill 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Lone Star 45D.
7:15.9:45 + Lone Star 4:30,7:15.9:45
MEVASSERET ZION G.G. GIL
Independence Day 4:30. 7:15. 10 *
Heavenly Joy 4:30. 7:15. 9:45

SMADAR Stealing Beauty 7:30. 10 +
Trainspotting 530 Antonia's Line

5. 730. 9:45
TEL AVIV
GAT Jack 5. 7:30. 9:45 GORDON
Sense and Sensibility 5. 7:30, 10
G.G. HOD 1-4 = 5226226 Hod
Passage. 101 Dizengoff St.

DragonhearWSL Clara 5. 7:30. ID *
Twister 5.7:30. 10 * Jude 4;30. 7:15.

10 LEV Stealing Beauty It a.m.. 1:15,

3:30. 5:45. 7:45, 10 * Trainspotting 1.

5. 8. 10 * Cold Comfort Farm 3 *
Antonia's Line ti a.m. The Truth
About Cats and Dogs 11:15 a.m..

1:15. 3:30, 5:30. 7:30. 10 * Mon.

Homme 3 •* Le Affirm Eletthre 11

am.. 1. 5. 7:30, ID G.G. PE’ER Jude
4:30.7:15.10 * A Tune to Kill 430,
7:15, 10 * Double

6:00 Open Universily 12:00 National
Geographic Explorer (rpt) 13:00
Searching for Lost Worlds - Atlantis?

(rpt) 14:00 Open University 16:00
National Geographic Explorer (rpt)

17:00 Searching for Lost Worlds (rptj

18:00 Open University 20:00 East
Meets West - Thailand 21 :00 Cousteau
- Secret Societies of Whales and
Dolphins 22:00 Special Broadcast on
Spirituality in Israel - final show m the
series on different ways to find happi-

ness with a visit to Mrtzpe Haram in

Galilee 23:00 East Meets West -
Thailand (rpt) 00:00 Open University

I SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scon Show 7:00 The
Ticket 7:30 NBC Morning News 8:00

Today 10:00 Wall Street Morning
Report 11:00 European Money Wheel
15:30 Wall Street Morning Report
17:00 MSNBC - The Site 18:00
National Geographic 19:00 The Wine
Express 19:30 The Ticket 20:00 The
Selina Scott Show 21:00 Dateline

22:00 Gott: European PGA 23:00 The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno 00:00 Late

Night with Conan O'Bnen 1:00 Later

with Greg Kinnear 1:30 NBC News
2:00 The Tonight Show with Jay Leno
3:00 MSNBC - Jntemight

1 STAR PLUS

6:00 Graham Kerr's Kitchen 6:30 E! TV
7:00 Kate and Allie 7:30 Oprah Winfrey

8:30 Chicago Hope 9:30 Santa Barbara
10:30 The Bold and the Beautiful 11:00
Buniyaad 11:30 The Reporter 12:00

Home and Away 12:30 Lost in Space
13:30 Black Stallion 14:00 Kate and
Allie 14:30 Graham Ken's Kitchen

15:00 The Road Show 15:30 News in

Hindi 16:00 Small Wonder 16:30 The

Bold and the Beautiful 17:00 Hindi pro-

gram 17:30 Star News 18:00 'Ado 'Alio

18:30 Baywatch 19:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00
Beverly Hills 90210 22:00 Picket

Fences 23:00 Quincy 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Barnaby Jones 2:00

2:30 The:Home and Away 2:30 The Sullivans

I CHANNEL

5

6:30 Bodes in-Motion-l&OCL Bodies «,

Motion 16:30 -Soccer: - UEFA- Cup -
Newcastle vs. Metz (rpt) 18:00 National

League Volleyball 19:00 Basketball:

Korac Cup: Maccabi Rishon vs..

Sporting Athens - live 21:00 Basketball

Champions' League - live

I
EUROSPORT

9:30 Recreational Sports Magazine

(rpt) 10:00 Alpine Skiing (rpt) 12:00

Motor Racing: Karting Race, Paris (rpt)

13:00 Soccer: UEFA Cup 15:00

Snowboard 15:30 Recreational Sports

Magazine 16:00 Equestrian: World Trophy

17:00 Dancing: Master's

Championship, Germany 18:00 Tennis:

KB Open. Czech Republic - r-~l-
r

-semifinals

- live 19:00 Soccer: FIFA World

Championship - live 20:15 Moiorsports

Magazine 21:00 Tennis: live tour from

Germany 00:00 Figure Skating:

CINEMA
Man Standing 4:45. 7. 9:15 The

it Cats and Dogs 5. 7. 9:15Truth About r
James and the Giant Peach 5 RAV

OR Jack 4:45, 7. 9:15 * The Truth

About Cats and Dogs 4:45. 7, 9:15

Couraoe Under Fire 4:30, 7, 9:15Courage l

AFULA
RAV CHEN Last Man StandingllDpgs

r BlhidBThe Pallbearer 7. 9:30Are Color I

ARAD ^ .

STAR Jude 7:15. 9:45 + Dogs Are

Color Blind 7:30. 9:45 * Rumble In

the Bronx 7:15,9:45
ARIEL
A Time to Kill 9
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 Glimmer
Man*Fled*Mulhol land Falls •Las*
Man Standing 5. 7:30. 10 * A Tima

to Kill 7:ft. 10 G.G. ORI 1-3®

711223 Two Much»Dragonheert«Tne
Quest 5. 7JO. 10
ASHKELON _ .

G.G. GIL ® 729977 Fled • Two Much

• Dragonheart • Glimmer Man 5.

7:30.10 A Time to Kill 7:15,10

G.G. GIL ned»The Eighth Da^JTwo

Happif>MsODragonhe3rt»The^Elljith

5282288 Dizengof! Center Last Man
StandingeCourage Under Fire 5. 7:30,

S.45 * The Quest 5. 7:30. 9:4S *
Chain ReactionMRumble In the Bronx

11:30 a.m.. 2:30, 5. 750. 9:45 *
Independence Day 11-^0 a.m.. 4:15. 7,

9:45 RAV OR Things To Do In

Denver«Dogs Are Color Bfind«Spitflre

Grill 5,7:30,9:45 Lone Star 4:45,

7:15. 9:45 The Pallbearer 9;45 *

Laokinq Fbr Richard 5. 7:30 G.G.

TEL AVIV * 5231181 85 Pinsker St.

Fle<HK3llninier Man 5. 7:30^10 * The

Substitute 5. 7:30. 1G TEL AVIV

MUSEUM Heavenly Joy 5.6.10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755 lz

Affrna ElettiveOFor the Recoid 7M5.

9:15 ATZMON Mulholtend FaBs^The

SubstituteaTo Die Fbr 4-^0, 7. 9:15 *
Independence Day 4;i5, 6:45, 9:15 *
Glimmer Man 4:30. 7. 9:30

GLOBECTTY Two MuchDDragonheatt
•Glimmer Man 4;45. 7;l5. 9:4& * Tha

Nutty Professor * Jude 4:30. 7:15^10

MORI

Tral.ru5^»tllng 10

HERZU\..
. „COLONY The Truth About Cats and

DoosBLooking For Richard 6, 8, 10

...w.llAHCAFE
’ *8643654

Stealing Beauty 7:i5. 9:30 ORLY
V 8381668 Lone Star 6:45. 9:15

PANORAMA Two Much 4:30, 7. 9:30

* A Time to Kill 7.9:30 * The Nutty

Professor 4:30, 7. 9:30 RAV-GAT 1-

2 * 8674311 Last Man StandinqBTne

Quest 4:45.7,9:15 RAV-MORl-7*
84l669BJack*The Quest 4/45.7.9:15

Courage Under Fire 4:30. 7, 9:15 *
Chain RBacUon 4:46, 7, 9:15 * Last

9:30 * Independence Day

11

Canadian Championship 2:00

Recreational Sports Magazine (rpt)

1 PRIME SPORTS

5:30 Spark 6:30 Goff: Casio Open 8:00

International Materspons News 9:00
Tennis: Y/TA Tour. New York 11:00
Badminton: Grand Prix - finals - live

14:00 Asia Sport Show 14:30 Soccer
Asia Trophy - Gulf Emirates vs. South
Korea - live 17:00 Soccer. Asian
Trophy - Indonesia vs. Kuwait - live

19:00 Spanish Soccer League 19:30
Motorcycle Raring: Supercross. Pans
20:00 Sadminton: Grand Pnx - finals

frpri 23:00 Ware reports World 00:00

Trans World Spons 1:00 Gillette World
Sport 1:30 Tennis: WTATour. New York
3:30 Fu&cl Mundial 4:00 Sxoer Asia

Trophy (rptj

BBC WORLD

RAV CHEN Dogs Are Color

BiindMJackttLast Man StandinoWThe
Pallbearer 5.7:30.9:45 The Quest

7:30. 9:45 * James and the Giant

Peach weekdays 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Two Much 7:30 *
Last Man standing«Gllmmer
Man*Courage Under Fire S. 7.3D.

9-.J5 * The Quest 9:45 *

Dragonheart*Jack 5. 7:30. 9--t5 *

Spy Hard 5
BEERSHEBA

Much ®The Substitute S. 7:30. 10

G.G. ORI Glimmer Man*Dragon heart

5.7:30.10 * Jude 4:45. 7:i5. 10

Double Happiness 5, 7:30, 10 RAV
NEGEV Courage Under Frre*Last

Man Standing 5. 7:30. 9:45 The

Quest*Jack 5. 7:30. 9.45

HADERA
LEV Stealing Beauty*Last Man
StandlngSFIed 7:30. 10 * Jack 7:30

jklnq For

DA7J1EL HOTEL The Eighth Day
1 Last Man

News on the hour GA5 Wheeler On
America trail 10:05 Horizon (rpt) 11:30

Film ‘9S (rpi) 14:15 Panorama (rpt)

15:15 World Business Report 15:30
Asia- Pacific Newshour 16:30 The
Ctcines Shew (rpt) 17:05 Wheeler On
America (rp:i 18:30 Tomorrow’s World
frp') 19:30 The Travel Show (rpt) 22:05
Po(e to Pole - ex-Python Michael Palin

dons his traveling garb again to tra-

verse the world irom north to south
along the 20th longitude line 23:30 Top

idBuGear 00:00 World Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

* Heavenly Joy*A Time to Kill 7.

* Th
' -*

News throughout the day 6:30
Correspondent 7:30 Inside Politics 8:30
Moneyhne rrptj 9:30 World Sports
10:30 Sriowbi2 Today 11:30 CNN
Newsroom 12:30 World Report 13:30
CNN American Edition 13:45 Q & A
14:00 Asian News 14:30 World Sport
15:00 Asian News 15:30 Business Asia
16:00 Larry King Live 17:30 World
Sport (rptj 18:30 Earth Matters 19:30 O
8 A 21:00 Worid Business Today 21:30
CNN World News 22:00 Larry King^rpO
23:00 European News 23:30
Correspondent 00:00 World Business
Today Update 00:30 World Sport 1:00
World News 2:30 Moneyline 3:00
Headline News

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 6:30 CBS Evening
News 7:30 ABC World News 11:30 Sky
Destinations 12:30 ABC Nightline 1330
C3S News This Morning 16:30 Live from
Parliament 19:00 Live at Five 20:30

Tonight with Adam Boulton 21:30
Spcrtsiine 22:30 Business Report 1:30

CBS Evening News 2:30 ABC World
News

< RADIO
I VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Handel:

Oboe concerto no 2 (Goossens/Bath
Fest/Menuhin); Beethoven: Sonata no
9 in A for violin and piano op 47
“Kreutzer" (D. Oistrakh/Oborin);

Krommer Clarinet concerto in E flab

Beethoven: Triple concerto in C;

Sibelius: Symphony no 2 (Berlin

PO/Kamu); Mozart Exsultale Jubilate

(Te Kanawa/London SO/Davis) 12:00

Light Classical - Mozart movements
from wind concertos 13:00 Flutist Yossi

Amheim - Telemann: Fantasy in A;

Bach: Prelude and Fugue in D minor
BWV 539; Debussy. Sonata for flute,

viola and harp 14:06- Encore .15:00

Keys 16:00 Telemann: The Times of

Day.' oratorio; Schoenberg: Pierrot

lunaire; Mendelssohn: Choral songs
18:00 Grieg: 2 Waltzes for piano;

Schumann: Marchenerzahlungen for

viola and piano (Kami, Goldstein), 3
Songs (Te Kanawa): Franck: Prelude,

Chorale and Fugue (Richter): Dvorak:

Piano trio in B flat op 21 (Apple Hill);

Tchaikovsky: Serenade In C for stnngs

op 48 (St Martm/Marriner) 20:05 From
the Recording Studio - Allon Weber
(violin), Oded Weber (piano). Mozart

Sonaia in G K301; reger. Prelude and

Fugue for violin solo; Vieuxtemps:

Ballade and Polonaise op 38;

Prokofiev: Sonaia no 2 op 94 21:00

Clouds, Celebrations and Sirens 23:00

Golden Generation - songs of Hugo
Wolf with singers Elena Gerhardt.

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf. Heinrich

Schlusnus. Kathleen Ferrier, Elisabeth

Schumann, Lotte Lehmanna

7, 9:30 Jude 4:30. 7. 9:30

filESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 Glimmer

Man* Dragonheart 5. 7:30, 10 *
Independence Day 5, 730. 10 * Two
Much 5.730,10
NETANYA

.
_

G.G. GIL Glimmer Mar*Red*Two
Much* Dragonheart 5.

Time to Kill 4:30. 7:15. 70 RAV CHEN
The Quest*Jack 5. 730. 9:45 *
Courage Under FIre* Last Man
Standing. 7:30. 9:45

RAV CHEN Last Man Standing*The
Pallbearer*St-Clara 7. 9:30

OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Glimmer
Man*Dragonheart + JVro
Much*Mulholland Falks 5. 730. 10 *
Jude 7:15. 10
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Jack*Dogs Are
Color Blind 27:30, 10; 5. 7:30, 10

* A Time to Kill 7:15. 10 G.G.
RAM 1-3 « 9340818 Glimmer
Man*Dragonheart*Two Much 5.

7:30. 10
ra’ANANA
CIN-MOFET St Clara . 8:30 PARK
Jack 4-.30. 7:15, 10 * Last Man
Standing 4:30. 7:15, 10 * Glimmer
Man*Courage Under Fire 4:30.

7:15. 10 * Stealing Beauty 4:30,

7:15. 10
RAMAT GAN
RAV GAN Jack 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Lone
Star 4:30, 7:15. 9:45 * Spitfire

Grill*Courage Under Fire 5. 7:30,
OASIS Two Much 5. 7:30.9:45 RAV

9:45 * Glimmer Man 5. 7:30, 9:45

k Last Man Standing 5, 7:30, 9:45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Stealing Beauty 7:15,

9:30
REHOVOT
CHEN Stealing Beauty*A Summer

• *
7:15. 9:*" ' *‘

7:30.10 STAR « 589068

Standing 7:30, 10 + Dragonheart

7.30. 10 * Jack 7:30 * Glimmer
Man 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA JacktThe Quest#Spitfire

Grill 7.9-JO
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL W7677370 Glimmer
Man*Jack0Dragonhaarl 5. 7:30. 10

* Two MuchOFIedVLast Man
Standing 5, 7:30, 10 * A Time to

Kill 7:15, 10 James and the

Giant Peach 5
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL Two MuchOGIImmer
Man*Rumble In the
Bronx*Dragonheart*The Nutty

Professor 4;45. 7, 9:30 W Red 7.

In La Goulette^:l5. 9:45 * Jude
9:45 * Under Western Eyes 7:30.

9:45 * La Atfina Alettive 7.30.9:45

RAV MOR Glimmer Man*Two
Much*Last Man Standing 5, 7:30. 9:45

* Dragonheart*Jack 5. 7JO. 9:45 *
Courage Under Fire 9:45 * The
Quest ti. 7:30

RISHO^ LEZION
GAL A Time to Kill 7:15. 10 *
Tralnspottlng*The Substitute* Fled

•The Quest 7:30. 10 GIL 1-3 Two
MuchMragonhean 5. 7:30 10 *

The Eighth Day 5. 7:30. 10 HAZA-
HAV JacktGUmmer Man*
Dragonheart 5. 7:30, 10 Two
Much*Last Man Standing 5. 7:30. 10

RAV CHEN Jack 5. f:30, 9:45 *
Last Man Standing 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Courage Under Fire 5. 7:30. 9j£5 *

The Quest 5, 7:30, 9:45 STAR
Double Happiness 7:45, 10 * The
Eighth Day 7:30 * Courage Under
Fire*Jude 7:30, 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN

9:30 * Stealing Beauty 4:45, 7,
•

' Day 7.9:30

Last Man Standing 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Jack 5. 7:30. 9:45 * The Quest 5,

9:30 * The Hunchback of Notre

Dame(Hebrew dialog) *Spy Hard

KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL Dragonheart* Fled 4:30.

77361 9:45 * Spitfire Grill 7:30. 9:45

d tne

'

* James and the Giant Peach 5

Phone reservations'. Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 72887B
All times are p.m. unless otherwise
Indicated.
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Beilin announces Labor leadership candidacy
WEATHER

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

MK YOSSI Beilin yesterday

joined MKs Ehud Barak and

Efraim Sneh in the race for Labor

Pony leader and candidate for

prime minister.

Beilin told a press conference

at Beit Sokolov he had made up

his mind to run after Labor leader

Shimon Peres announced last

Thursday he would not contend

for the post again. “I don’t see at

present anyone else in Labor
leading the school Peres repre-

sented. which is the best combi-

nation of peace and security," he

said.

Beilin said he told Peres of

his intention to run and that Peres

had wished him success, but “I

do nor expect Peres’s public sup-

port as long as he is party chair-

man."
A Labor Party man for 24

years. 48-year-old Beilin is more
veteran than either Barak or Sneh
in the party, where he began as

spokesman in 1977. He rose

through the ranks, first becoming
minister of economy and plan-

ning and then minister in the

Prime Minister's Office in the

Rabin government in 1 995.

Beilin said he presents clear

and formulated positions, and
stands which provide a bridge,

rather than a compromise,
between secular and religious

communities, Jews and Arabs,

Right and LcfL He added that his

election would speed up the end
to the Israeli - Palestinian con-

flict. “which would lead almost
automatically to the solution of

the dispute with Syria and
Lebanon."

Beilin said he sees no possi-

bility of reaching a permanent
settlement with the Palestinians

without a Palestinian state,

whose capital would be called

Al-Quds, but would be outside

of Jerusalem.

Beilin criticized the tendency

to elect a candidate merely

because be appears to have the

best chances of winning, warning
that this might turn out to be a

boomerang.

"Bmyamin Netanyahu as prime

minister proves what a mistake it

is to elect someone for whom
being a candidate is what he does

best. Senior Likud ministers told

me sadly before the elections.

‘We’re fielding a man we don't

believe in.' Today they say, we
have a prime minister wc don't

believe in. They say in the Likud
that the party lost the elections.

One man won, that’s ail.”

Beilin blasted the attitude

guiding Barak, that the leader-

ship candidate must place him-

self in the middle of the political

map. to capture the centrist float-

ing vote.

“This center exists four years,

and on election day it vanishes.”

The floaters from the Right

vote for the Right, while the left-

wing ones return to the Left. If

the candidate’s job is to reach

that elusive center, then it’s not

me. I believe the voter has more
respect for one who comes with

clear-cut positions and especially

with answers to what he would

do when he is in power.”

But Beilin stressed he has the

highest regard for Barak and

expressed hope the two could

compete without mutual attacks

and denunciations.

“I don't want to say I’m better

than Barak. Even yesterday we
sat together for an hour as

friends. But I propose a different

model, a different approach, an

attempt to bridge between the

sides, while Ehud represents the

repeated attempt of the center

man.”
Beilin said that ultimately he

would support the candidate who
has the best chances of defeating

the Likud candidate in the next

elections.

Asked whether he had con-

MK Yossi Beilin meets the press yesterday at Beit Sokolov in Tel Aviv. (DmSreman / Israel Sun)

suited with other potential candi-

dates, such as MKs Haim Ramon
and Uzi Baram, about represent-

ing their group, Beilin said, “I

am not a candidate for ‘the

guys’, sent out as a trial balloon.

I represent a unique approach

with a very consolidated politi-

cal, social, and economic con-

cept: more than any other candi-

date in the party. Ac this time I

do not see other candidates in the

ring, bat I do not regard my can-

didacy as temporary."

He added, however, that he
might reconsider his candidacy if

Ramon decides to run.

Barak. Labor’s leading candi-

date, welcomed Beilin’s

announcement. “Yossi is a seri-

ous and talented guy and defi-

nitely a worthy candidate," he

said. “The showdown is open and
must enable the voters to elect

the leader they believe has the

best chances of getting us back

into power. In any case. Labor by
tradition has a collective leader-

ship.’’

Sneh commended the addi-

tion of “any talented candidate.

We shall compete with each other

in a respectable, collegial way."

From journalist

to party leader?

MK Yossi Beilin has come a

long way since he started

working for the Davor daily

newspaper in 1969, at the age

of 21.

In 1977. Beilin left Davor to

become spokesman for the

Labor Party, and in 1984 was

appointed Cabinet secretary.

imrW prime Minister Shimon

Peres in the national unity gov-

ernment formed that year.

When Peres changed places

with Likud’s Yitzhak Shamir, as

part of the rotation agreement,

to take over die foreign min-

istry, Beilm went with him as

the ministry’s political director.

Afterthe 1988 elections, Beilin

served as deputy finance minis-

ter; and in 1992 was appointed

deputy foreign pimictw in Prime

Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s gov-

ernment. In 1995. he served as

minister of Economy and
Planning

,

ftnri then as minister in

the Prime Minister’s Office until

June 1996.

He is a member of the

Knesset’s Law and

Constitution Committee.

hi 1981, Beilin received a

Ph D in political science from

the Tel Aviv University, after

graduating with an MA. in polit-

ical science in 1976 and a B-A.

in Hebrew Literature in 1972.

Beilin’s books include Sons

in the Shadow oftheir Fathers,
(Revivim 1984): The Price of
Unity, (Revivim, 1985); The
Roots of Israeli Industry,

(Keter, 1987); Israel: a
Concise Political History.

(London: Weidenfeld. 1993k
Israel at Age 40 Plus, (Yediot

Aharouot, 1993).

Dc. Beilin is married with

two children. M.Y.

Report shows youth have ‘worrisome’

attitudes about Rabin assassination

%
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4 Extraordinary Gifts to choose

from for those who join us until

31/12/96
Now is the best time to join Tovei Ha’ir Residence, the

special Home with a unique religious atmosphere.

Tovei Ha'ir Residence offers you luxurious apartments,

medical care and top-quality community life.

JOIN US NOW AND YOU CAN CHOOSE
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GIFTS:

Furniture

Complete furniture for your new, luxurious studio

apartment at Tovei Ha'ir Residence.

Celebration/Simcha »

Celebrate a Bar-Mizva. Brith or Wedding for 250

guests at Tovei Ha'ir's elegant Hall. _
Quality-time with your family at our

Heahh-Ctub
Your family will visit you even more often - we offer a

2-years’ subscription to our Health-Club for 5 persons

Annual Holiday in Jerusalem

You can now invite your family (5 persons) for 2

annua! holidays of 1 week each at Tovei Hai'r

Residence in Jerusalem.

l
or

l
or

i
or

Tovei Ha'ir Residence
36 Malchei Israel St., Jerusalem

02-5318100

EDUCATION Minister Zevulun

Hammer said yesterday his min-

istry would earmark NIS 1 million

towards education for democracy,

following publication of a report

on “worrisome" attitudes towards

the assassination ofprime minister

Yitzhak Rabin.

The report, compiled by a com-
mission headed by Prof. Ozer
Schild, found that, while the over-

whelming majority of high school

pupils feel reprehension with

regard to the assassination, there

is an indifferent minority. In cer-

tain cases, there was even identifi-

cation with the assassin and the

act
“Talks with pupils in different

BATSHEVA TSUR

parts of the country and ... news-
paper interviews indicate that this

is not a marginal phenomenon, but

a worrisome attitude of indiffer-

ence towards the murder on the

part of a minority of pupils," the

report states.

It says that the indifference

could be noticed both in state and
state religious schools, but “per-

haps more strongly” in the latter.

The committee was set up fol-

lowing reports that three high

school girls from Kiiyat Gat had
written fan mail to assassin YigaJ

Amir and praised his act The girls

later issued retractions, but the

ISRAEL
MIDDLE EAST EXPERTS
Syria, Lebanon,Saudi Arabia Yemen, Qatar, Oman, Iraq

2?

commission members found their

sincerity to be wanting.

In interviews with the commis-
sion members, pupils made
remarks such as, “My. uncle was
hurt in a terrorist bombing, so we
hated Rabin,” or “I don’t feel bad
about Rabin,” and “In our school

there are also girls who have hung
up Amir’s poster."

The Gross High School, where
two of the girls study, took posi-

tive action to combat the phenom-
enon. the report said. It noted that

the overall attitude of pupils is

very far from identifying with the

assassin.

In its summary, the report said

that schools should not be held
solely accountable for influencing

public attitudes. However, it is

clear that they must deal with the

root issues raised following the

assassination.

Among the report’s recommen-
dations:

• A way should be found to hold
school discussions on Judaism and
democracy and to leave this open

• Tourist bus service ro Amman and Cairo

• All tourism services, including visas

• Midnight excress bus
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Exclusive to tips to Jordan!

SEASON’S SPECIAL
Rent a car • Hotels • Flight

Diving • Safari • Private tour

MAZADA TOURS
TEL-AV1V: 141 Ibn Gvirol St, Tel. 972-3-5444454,.Fax. 972-3-5461928

JERUSALEM: Tel. 02-6235777, Fax. 02-6255456 HAIFA: 04-8624440

IDF agrees to external accident probe
EVELYN GORDON

THE IDF has agreed to give an external commission of inquiry the
power to investigate previous inquiries into a 1992 training accident, as
wejl as the accident itself.

The commission, which will be the first-ever external commission to
investigate a military accident, was agreed upon by die IDF and the
bereaved parents following the parents’ petition to the High Court of
Justice. The agreement was submitted to the High Court yesterday.
Airmen Gil Tzuriano and Assaf Rosenberg fell to their deaths when

their air force rescue helicopter’s cable snapped during a drill. After two
military boards of inquiry reached conflicting conclusions about the
accident’s causes, the parents demanded the establishment of an external
commission.
In an unprecedented move, the IDF agreed to this demand two months

ago. However; it wanted the commission’s mandate restricted to tile
causK of the accident, while the families also wanted the committee to
look into possible wrongdoing daring the inquiry process itself.

For instance, the families said, it is highly suspicious that then OC Air
Force Herzl Bodinger set up a second inquiry committee - whose find-
ings completely contradicted those of the first - immediately after the
High Court issued a show-cause order on the families' earlier petition
against the IDF5

s refusal to prosecute various military personnel. The
contradictory findings were the main reason do one was prosecuted.
Following court-ordeied negotiations on the subject, the IDF agreed yes-

terday that the commission will be authorized to examineany aspect of the
accident or subsequent investigation that it deems necessary. In exchange,
the parents agreed to withdraw a complaint they had filed with the police
against Bodinger, and to accept the committee’s conclusions as final

The inquiry commission will be headed by retired judge Eliahu
Vmograd.
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Winning cards

and numbers

In yesterday's daily Chance

drawing, the winning cards were

the ace of spades, the jack of

hearts, the ace of diamonds and

the ten of clubs.

In last night's weekly Lotto

drawing, the winning numbers

were 4. 14. 16. 21. 23 and 31, and

the additional number was 5.

.

to free discussion. According to

some pupils, their teachers’

knowledge was insufficient, as
was the time allotted to. the sub-

ject.

• Home-zoom hours should be
devoted to issues of values and
society.

• In high school, an additional

hour.should be added weekly for

this purpose.
• Schools should concentrate on

reducing verbal and non-verbal
violence.

The findings were presented at

a Jerusalem news conference
attended by hammer and the com-
mittee members.

Asked about a decision this

week by Religious Schools
Authority head Maui Dagan,
that secular teachers should not
be employed in ‘religious

schools. Hammer said: “I would
not put out such a wide ruling, if

it were up to me ... We need a
synthesis between the religious
nature of a school and the quali-

ty of the teacher, secular or reli-

gious. One should not be dog-
matic about it.”

Shas, UTJ
angry over

Knesset
committee
election
UAT COLLINS

IN a vote which could cause a

coalition crisis, the Knesset yes-

terday elected MK Uzi Baram
(Labor) and Avraham Stem-
(National Religious Party) to be its

representatives on the committee
which appoints religious court

judges.

Baram gained 44 votes and
Stem, 37. Ballots were placed by
102 MKs. although two were
invalidated. The vote had been

postponed last week, at the

request of coalition and Likud fac-

tion chairman Michael Eitan.
A two-pronged coalition aids

could result as the Likud bad
promised United Torah Judaism
that its candidate, MK Mosbe
Gafhi, would be one of the two
representatives, and the vote bad
been postponed partly because
Stem and Nissim Dahan (Shas)
could not reach a rotation agree-
ment.

Shas leader Aiyeh Deri report-

edly called Avigdor Lieberman,
the director of the Prime
Minister’s Office, last night, to

complain of the lack of support for

Dahan, who gained 24 votes.

9®?“* who gained 36 votes, was
visibly upset and said it “shows
total lack of control within the
coalition. From now on, we [UTJ]
are sitting on the fence.”
The ballot was secret.
The results vindicated Eitan’s

feara that the large number of
candidates would split the vote
and harm Gafin's chances. Last

Levy (Geshcr-
Likud) mid Alex Lubotsky (Third
way) offered themselves as can-
didates. Moledet MK Benny
Elon also sought a seat on the
committee.
MK Ran Cohen (Meretz) had

pat himself forward as a candidate
for the committee, but yesterday
morning be yielded to Baram, the
Labor party's candidate, so as to
avoid splitting the opposition’s
vote.
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YOU DECIDE THE COST OF THE PH ONE CALL'

YOU'RE IN CHARGE!
Bezeq International, the company responsible for the revolution’ in international communications, continues to move heaven and earth for yon. It now offers a "You're in
Charge" service. This service enables you to decide the cost of phone calls. How does it work? Dial 188 and ask for the "You're in Charge”* service to Western Europe and
North America. Decided to make a NIS 10 call to Paris? Tell us before starting your call and 15 seconds before the time is up we'll signal you to begin your goodbyes
And all this, of course, at the international direct dialing rate at no extra charge. "You're in Charge" - will be the start of a wonderful chat.
* Minimum call - three minutes.

Bezegfo/emaffana/LlXf.


